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INTRODUCTION 
Genetic analysis by conventional methods in a hexaploid 
species such as common wheat, Triticum aestivum L. emend 
Thell. ssp. vuleare. or the cultivated oats, Avena satlva L., 
is sometimes rendered ineffective because of the duplication 
of loci and the large number of chromosomes. However, the 
very nature of polyploidy permits the species better to 
tolerate not only the duplication but also the deficiency of 
a single chromosome or of a pair of chromosomes. The exploi­
tation of the hexaploid condition of common wheat has cul­
minated in the establishment of the complete series of aneu-
ploids, nullisomics through tétrasomics, by Sears (1939, 
1944, 1953, 1954). The success of aneuploid analysis in wheat 
has been widely recognized. There is every reason to believe 
that similar aneuploid series, if developed in cultivated oats, 
will be as useful as in wheat. 
Although Huskins first reported oat monosomes as early as 
in 1927, serious attempts to develop an aneuploid series in 
Avena sativa L. were started apparently only recently by 
interested workers. This slow progress is thought to be due 
to the relative difficulty of hybridization and the lack of 
good sources of aneuploids in oats (McGinnis, 1962). Moreover 
in Avena. the species relationship is not as clear as in 
Triticum. and this fact renders more difficult the identifica­
tion of monosomes among genomes. 
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Honosornes in hexaploid oats have been produced by 
Costa-Rodrigues (1954) in the oat strain Missouri 04047 
through X-irradiation. Sadanaga (unpublished)^ initiated 
X-irradiation of the hexaploid oat variety Cherokee in 1957 
to produce monosomes. Six monosomes produced by Sadanaga are 
the subject of the present paper. The objectives of the 
investigation are : (l) identification of the six monosomes 
in the oat variety Cherokee, (2) evaluation of different 
methods of identification, and (3) monosomic analysis of 
several characters in oats. 
"'"Sadanaga, K., Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa. 
Annual Report. Private communication. 1963. 
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REVIEW OP LITERATURE 
Costa-Rodrigues (1954) reviewed the literature pertaining 
to chromosomal aberrations in Avena sativa L. O'Mara (1961) 
made a critical review of the literature on the cytogenetics 
of oats, including chromosomal deficiencies. 
The earliest work on oat aneuploids was related to spel­
toids and compactoids in wheat and fatuoids in oats. Huskins 
(1946) had a detailed review of the literature on these latter 
mutant forms. The discussions in this and the following two 
paragraphs are largely adapted from his review. Speltoids and 
compactoids were first reported and so named by Nilsson-Ehle 
(1917). These are aberrant forms, which resemble T,. aestlvum 
ssp. spelta or T. aestivum ssp. compactum, naturally occurring 
in T. aestivum ssp. vulgare. Fatuoids were first reported by 
Buckman (1857) and later so named by Nilsson-Ehle (1921). 
These are mutant forms, which resemble A. fatua. naturally 
occurring in A. sativa. 
Nilsson-Ehle (1920) classified speltoids into three 
series according to the segregation ratios of heterozygous 
speltoids. Series A speltoids produced normals, heterozygous 
speltoids, and homozygous speltoids in ratios ranging from 
1:2:1 to 1:1:0. Series B heterozygous speltoids gave a great 
excess of heterozygous speltoids, yet few or no homozygous 
speltoids. Series C heterozygous speltoids produced slightly 
more normals than heterozygous speltoids and very few or no 
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homozygous speltoids. 
Winge (1924) proposed the hypothesis that various mutants 
in T. aestivum ssp. vulgare were determined "by changes in the 
balance of factors on the three paired sets of chromosomes 
comprising the numerical hexaploid complement. These changes 
were in turn brought about by chromosomal aberrations. To 
explain : Let A, B, and 0 represent the three genomes. There 
A1BÂ M?0? 
should be seven chromosome groups such as .• w v up to 
Til 7 7 7 
in the whole complement. The speltoid and compactold effects 
will be determined by just one of the chromosome groups, which 
A B C  
may be simply represented by J-g-Q* Winge considered the C 
chromosomes as carrying factors for pushing development to 
compactum type and the B chromosomes as carrying factors for 
pushing development to snelta type. A deficiency of C chromo­
some or an excess of B will then cause speltoidy. The reverse 
will be true for compactoidy. Among other things, he ^orrectly 
predicted that a heterozygous speltoid could have the formula 
A B O  
A B C *  
Huskins (1927a, 1927b, 1928), noting the apparent 
parallelism between fatuoids of oats and speltoids of wheat, 
classified the fatuoids into three series, A, B, and C (or^C 
jg, and r as he renamed them in 1946). The heterozygous 
fatuoids of Series /S were monosomic and would produce normals 
and heterozygotes in ratios of 1:5 to 1:10 plus a few nulli-
somic homozygous fatuoids, which were dwarf, sterile, and 
asynaptic. The heterozygous fatuoids of Series r gave a 
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segregation ratio of l:l:few. He found 43 chromosomes in the 
heterozygotes. 
In this extensive study, Huskins had also obtained very 
similar cytological results in the corresponding series of 
speltoids. Applying Winge's hypothesis, he postulated that 
the chromosome constitutions of heterozygous speltoids and 
heterozygous fatuoids of the Series , fi , and r were, 
respectively, and while the homozygous 
A B 3 
speltoids and fatuoids segregated from them were 
A B O  A  B  0  B  q, and ^  ^ ^ y. Later the cytological results of Seriesr 
were found to be erroneous. Huskins (1946) stated, "The 
characteristic complement of Series r heterozygous speltoids 
or heterozygous fatuoids is now known to be one normal C 
chromosome and ong..._C visibly deficient at metaphase. " Uishi-
yama (1931) re-studied the Series ai fatuoids of Huskins and 
found very rare occurrence of chromosomal irregularities. 
Thus he did not agree with the ¥inge-Huskins scheme of whole 
B and 0 chromosome substitutions. Huskins (1946) concluded 
from accumulated evidences that chromosome mutation such as 
deficiency, rather than gene mutation, was a more plausible 
explanation of the origin of Series a, speltoids and fatuoids. 
O'Mara (1961) stated that such a deficiency in this Series 
should necessarily be small, so small that it has no detect­
able effect on transmission. He considered such viable 
deficiency was not wholly unexpected in a hexaploid of recent 
origin. 
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In a detailed cytogenetical investigation of fatuoids 
supplied by Huskins, Nishiyama (1931» 1933) essentially con­
firmed the earlier reports of Huskins. Among a few discrepan­
cies, his monosomic heterozygous fatuoids produced normals, 
heterozygotes, and dwarf, asynaptic homozygotes in a ratio of 
"a few:l+:l." Based on counts of pollen tetrads with or with­
out micronuclei, he determined the ratio of 21- chromosome 
and 20- chromosome gametes to be 1:6. Assuming that female 
gametes occurred in the same ratio, that 20- chromosome 
gametes suffered little or no certation, and that the degree 
of sterility of the parent heterozygote wholly represent the 
death of nullisomic zygotes, he was able to obtain agreement 
between observed and expected genetic ratios. The overall 
high frequency of nullisomes in his segregates contradicts 
Huskins1 results, yet agrees with the findings of Goulden 
(1926), who had reported that his heterozygous fatuoids 
segregated into heterozygotes and dwarf, sterile homozygotes 
in a ratio of 1:1 with almost no normals. Unfortunately 
Goulden did not investigate the cytology of the segregates. 
Mainly because of the difference in segregation ratios, 
Huskins (1946) termed the heterozygous fatuoids of Nishiyama 
and Goulden as modified Series fh . 
In the progeny of his heterozygous fatuoids, Nishiyama 
(1933) found plants that were monotelosomic for either the 
short arm or the long arm of the submedian C chromosome. When 
monotelosomic for the short arm, the plants were heterozygous 
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fatuoid, semi-dwarf, asynaptic, and highly sterile. When 
monotelosomic for the long arm, the plants were homozygous 
fatuoid, dwarf, synaptic, but highly sterile. From such 
evidences, he was able to locate the gene or genes for the 
cultivated type of grain on the short arm and the gene or 
genes for synapsis on the long arm of the 0 chromosome. 
Eishiyama (1935) made crosses between the monosomic 
heterozygous fatuoids of A. sativa with A. fatua and A. 
sterilis. The monosomic progeny from the two crosses had the 
homozygous fatuoid and homozygous steriloid characters, 
respectively. This is probably because the 0 chromosome in 
A. fatua and in A. sterilis also bears a small deficiency for 
a gene or genes affecting the cultivated type of grain. When 
it is present as a single homologue in the monosomic progeny 
of this cross, the homozygous fatuoid or homozygous steriloid 
character is expressed. In regard to the grain-character 
complex of these hexaploid species, Eishiyama (1935) suggested 
the following explanation based on earlier results of hybridi­
zation carried out by him and other workers. "The sativa 
complex is partially dominant to both fatua and sterilis 
complexes, and the sterilis complex is partially dominant to 
the fatua complex. The genes for one complex differ to some 
extent from those for another and the complexes behave as 
multiple allelomorphs." 
Philp (1935) first associated chlorophyll deficiency with 
the aneuploid condition in oats. In the advanced generations 
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of a cross between A. sativa and A. fatua. he found such 
families as would give ratios of approximately 1 green : 5 
albino seedlings. The green plants were monosomes and pre­
sumably included disomes, whereas the albinos were all nulli-
somes. He concluded that the univalent present in the mono­
somes carried a gene necessary for chlorophyll production. 
This univalent was called V chromosome and was considered 
different from the C chromosome based on genetic results. By 
observing pollen tetrads, he determined the transmission rate 
of 21-chromosome gametes to be 7%. Assuming that these trans­
mission rates held true for the female gametes and that there 
was no certation between 21-chromosome and 20-chromosome 
gametes, he was able to justify the segregation ratio of 1 
green : 5 albino seedlings. Philp explained the origin of his 
monosomes on the assumption that in hexaploid oats, there 
could be three independent pairs of genes affecting chloro­
phyll production. Earlier he had observed allosyndesis in 
the hybrid derivatives which probably lead to chromosome loss, 
thus uncovering recessive genes"at other loci. O'Mara (1961) 
suggested that multivalent formation in Philp7s material could 
be due to a translocation difference between the two parental 
species rather than due to intragenomic homology. 
Philp (1938) described another strain in his hybrid 
material of the cross between A. sativa and A. fatua which 
segregated into broad-leaved and narrow-leaved seedlings in a 
ratio of 1:2. The broad-leaved seedlings were monosomes and 
the narrow-leaved seedlings were nullisomes. He thus con­
cluded that the monosomes lacked one member of a pair of L 
chromosomes which carried genes necessary for the formation of 
broad leaves. The transmission rate of 21-chromosome pollen 
was determined as 6%, In interpreting the segregation ratio 
of monosomes and nullisomes, he again assumed no certation 
between 20-chromosome and 21-chromosome gametes. From cyto­
genetic evidences, Philp was also able to conclude that the 
L chromosome was different from the V or 0 chromosomes. 
Costa-Rodrigues (1954) obtained 20 monosomes from 279 
treated eggs by X-raying young oat panicles at a dosage of 
300 r. The action of X-ray was interpreted as producing a 
break in the two chromatids of a chromosome followed by the 
formation of a dicentric chromosome which is eventually lost. 
The frequencies of nullisomes in the progenies of five selfed 
monosomes were 2.1$, 3.0$, 6.5$, 32.9$ and 43.7$, respectively. 
The monosomes were generally shorter, more slender, and 
produced fewer tillers than the normals. He did not identify 
the various monosomes. 
0'Mara (1961) discussed the general and unexpected high 
frequency of nullisomes in the progenies of oat monosomes. 
He considered the assumption that 21-chromosome and 20-
chromosome gametes would not compete as rather improbable, 
especially in view of extensive data on wheat monosomes 
(Sears, 1954). Thus a still undefined chromosome constitu­
tion was suspected to be responsible for the high frequency 
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of nullisomes in the progenies of certain oat monosomes. 
0*Mara also mentioned in his review that his unpublished data 
indicated the frequencies . of nullisomes for four monosomes 
were 0$, 47.0$, 55.0$, and 66.7$, respectively. The nulli­
somes were also reduced in plant vigor. 
McGinnis and Taylor (1961) associated a monosome found 
in a varietal cross with a gene for chlorophyll production. 
The frequency of nullisomic albinos in the progeny was as high 
as o3.9$. From observations of pollen tetrads, a transmission 
rate of 16.8$ of 21-chromosome pollen was determined. By 
assuming the same transmission rate for the eggs and no certa-
tion, they were able to obtain agreement between observed and 
calculated segregation ratios. Earlier, Bajhathy and Morrison 
(1959) had established an idiogram of the hexaploid oats. By 
means of this idiogram, McGinnis and Taylor identified the 
monosome involved as the shortest chromosome of the whole 
complement. 
McGinnis and Andrews (1962) reported the identification 
of a second chromosome involved in chlorophyll production. A 
monosome derived from a varietal cross was found to segregate 
out nullisomes which comprised both green and albino seedlings 
in a ratio of 3:1. This would necessitate the monosome to be 
of the constitution V2.vl72~* Tiie number of nullisomes 
in the progeny reached 64.1$. The authors identified this 
monosome carrying a second gene for chlorophyll production as 
the second shortest chromosome in the idiogram of Bajhathy 
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and Morrison. 
Riley and Kimber (1961) counted the chromosome number of 
631 seedlings of the oat variety Sun II and found seven had 
41 chromosomes and one had 34 chromosomes. This represented 
a frequency of spontaneous aneuploids of 1.3$. 
McGinnis (1962) in an attempt to build an aneuploid 
series in hexaploid oats looked for spontaneous aneuploids in 
the oat variety Garry. Out of 4,023 seedlings, he found 24 
aneuploids comprising 2 nullisomes, 17 monosomes, and 5 tri­
somies. This represents a frequency of spontaneous aneuploids 
of 0.6$. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Cherokee is an early maturing, short strawed variety with 
pinkish-ivory and awnless kernels grown widely in Iowa. A 
few short hairs are formed at the base of the primary grain. 
Dr. Sadanaga in 1957 obtained a number of monosomes in 
the oat variety Cherokee by X-irradiation of young panicles 
immediately before anthesis. Seeds of six monosomes derived 
from an X-ray dosage of 600 r and representing the 3rd 
generation in several families were sown in the greenhouse in 
the spring of I960. They have since been grown in successive 
seasons throughout the years of 1961, 1962, and 1963. To 
prevent confusion with wheat monosomes, numbered I to XXI, the 
six monosomes of oats were designated with the letters A, 3, 
C, D, E, and F instead of numbers. 
Seeds of monosomes were treated in Clorox (1 Clorox : 50 
distilled water) and germinated on moist filter paper in 
petri-dishes. When seminal roots were about 0.5 to 1 inch 
long, they were excised and pretreated in 0.002 M solution of 
8-hydroxyquinoline in small vials cooled in running water at 
about 15° C for 5 to 5i hours. This method was adapted from 
Tjio and Levan (1950). After pretreatment, the root tips were 
fixed in Farmer's fluid (3 absolute alcohol : 1 glacial acetic 
acid) for at least 24 hours. Root tips were hydrolyzed in 
1 H HC1 solution at 60° C for 10 minutes and stained with 
Feulgen. Acetocamine squashes were then made of the root 
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tips, and. chromosome numbers were checked under a microscope. 
Permanent slides were made by the quick freezing method 
outlined by Bowen (1956). 
After the root tips were fixed, the germinated seeds 
were first planted in 2-inch pots. This is considered a 
practical method for two reasons: (l) root tips can be 
quickly collected again from the small pots if good counts of 
chromosomes are not obtained from seminal roots previously 
fixed, and (2) since seedlings with 42 chromosomes are to be 
discarded, 2-inch pots require less space and soil. The 
seedlings with 41 or 40 chromosomes were transplanted to 
4-inch pots. Microsporocytes were collected and fixed in 
CarnoyTs fluid (6 absolute alcohol : 3 chloroform : 1 glacial 
acetic acid). Acetocarmine squashes were made to check 
meiotic configurations. 
The six monosomes were studied along the following lines: 
A. Breeding behavior 
Breeding behavior of monosomes was studied in the pro­
genies of selfed monosomes and progenies of crosses with 
normal varieties using monosomes as male or as female parents. 
Crosses were made in the winter of 1962 between the mono­
somes and normal Cherokee using monosomes as the male parents. 
By checking the chromosome numbers of progenies, the trans­
mission rate of the 21- or 20-chromosome pollen in the 
monosomes could be calculated. 
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Throughout the years from I960 to 1962, crosses were made 
between monosomes and varieties using monosomes as females. 
While the original purpose of these crosses was to locate 
genes on monosomes, chromosome counts of the progenies were 
used to calculate the transmission rate of 21- and 20-
chromosome eggs in the monosomes. 
B. Morphology 
The morphology of the monosomes was observed in successive 
crops in the greenhouse. Comparisons were made with normal 
Cherokee and among the different monosomes. 
Heading date was recorded on a limited number of plants 
for each monosome in the fall of 1952, when two-thirds of the 
panicle had emerged from the boot leaf of the main stalk. 
The measure of seed fertility was based on the number of 
seeds on the most fertile panicle of five plants of each 
monosome grown in the spring of I960. 
Pollen abortion was estimated from plants grown in the 
spring of 1962. Mature anthers were fixed in 70% alcohol, 
then smeared in acetocarmine and examined under a microscope. 
C. Karyotype analysis 
While counting the number of root tip chromosomes of the 
progenies of monosomes, care was taken to check the presence 
of those more easily distinguished chromosomes according to 
the idiogram of Eajhathy and Morrison (1959). Good slides 
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were made permanent and later more carefully examined. 
The shape and size of the univalent at different stages 
of meiosis were only casually examined. 
D. Intercrosses 
A number of intercrosses between monosomes were made in 
the winter of 1962. Monosome C which was known to produce 
more nullisomes in progenies was used as the male parent. The 
chromosome numbers of seedlings with 40 chromosomes were 
saved and microsporocytes collected from them. Meiotic 
configurations were checked. 
S. Crosses with varieties, species, and chlorophyll mutants 
A list of varieties, etc. used in the crosses together 
with pertinent information of each is as follows : 
1. Clintland (Purdue) Clintland has the Landhafer 
gene L conferring resistance to several races of the oat 
crown rust fungus (Puccinia coronata Cda. var. Avenae Fraser 
& Led.) and genes A and BC (linked) giving resistance to some 
races of the stem rust fungus (Puccinia graminis Pers. f. sp. 
avenae Erikss. & E. Henn.). Seeds of Clintland are non-
luminescent. 
2>. Victoria Victoria has a crown rust resistant 
gene or genes. 
3,. Markton Markton is different from Cherokee in 
that it is susceptible to the races of stem and crown rust 
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used in the tests, and that it has pubescent leaf sheath. 
4. Black Me sdag Black Mesdag has brown seeds and a 
twisted, geniculate awn on the primary grain. 
"Necrotic leaf" This mutant has necrotic bands 
on the leaf and leaf sheath. 
£. "Albescent leaf" The newly emerging leaves of 
this mutant are light green or nearly albino, but turn green 
later. 
i* "Netting leaf" The young leaves of this mutant 
have a somewhat lighter green color with rather prominent dark 
green cross-veinlets. The seeds of this mutant and the albes­
cent leaf mutant were kindly supplied by Br. K. J. Prey of the 
Agronomy Department at Iowa State University. 
8. Richland Richland has the non-luminescent seed 
character and the stem rust resistant A gene. 
9. Avena fatua (grey seed), 0.1.1779 The species 
Avena fatua has a strong, twisted, geniculate awn on each 
grain of the spikelet, and has a sunken oval disarticulation 
surface surrounded by heavy pubescence at the base of each 
grain. Also, the second rachilla segment is pubescent. The 
foregoing features form the so-called homozygous fatuoid 
character. This particular strain C.1.1779 has grey pubescent 
seeds. 
10. Avena f^tua (yellow seed), C.1.1778 Besides the 
common features of the species, this particular strain is 
yellow seeded. 
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11. Homozygous fatuoid (Burnett ) This homozygous 
fatuoid originated in the cultivated variety Burnett. It has 
all features of Burnett other than the fatuoid character. It 
has white seeds. 
12. ^rena srterfl^ys maxima, 0.1.2518 The species 
Avena sterilis is characterized by the following features : 
(l) A strong, twisted, geniculate awn on the primary and 
secondary grains, but not on the tertiary grain, if it is 
present, (2) a sunken oval disarticulation surface surrounded 
by heavy pubescence at the base of only the primary grain, 
and (3 ) heavy pubescence on the lemmas of primary and 
secondary grains. 
Crosses between monosomes and the aforementioned 
varieties, species, and mutants using monosomes as female 
parents were made during the years from i960 through 1962. 
The chromosome numbers of F^ seedlings were checked and those 
with 41 chromosomes were grown in the greenhouse. Wherever 
possible, microsporocytes were collected and meiosis checked 
from these plants. In several crosses, because the total 
number of P-, seeds was too large for immediate cytological 
screening at one time, and because of the high predicted per­
centages of monosomes involved, the whole population of F^ 
seedlings was grown and their cytology checked later. 
Also, wherever possible, crosses between normal Cherokee 
and the varieties were made. These crosses were carried to 
the Fg generation and the mode of inheritance for a given 
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character was determined and used as a standard. The crosses 
were not carried to the F^ generation because the Fg results 
were considered adequate for the purpose of the tests. These 
crosses of mutants to Cherokee were necessary since informa­
tion in the literature on the same mutation might not apply 
to a hexaploid such as the cultivated oats in which the mode 
of inheritance could vary with the different varieties used 
in a study. 
Crosses of monosomes with dominant mutants were always 
carried to the Fg generation. Crosses of monosomes with 
recessive mutants were carried just to the F^ generation, if 
the genes concerned were located on the univalent chromosomes, 
but were carried to the Fg, if the genes concerned were not 
located in the monosomic F^ hybrid. 
F2 populations from one to several F^ plants in a 
specific cross (i. e. a certain monosome with a certain 
variety) were generally grown. When the seed set of the F^ 
plants was poor, more populations were grown to compensate 
for the small size of individual families. For the purpose 
of replication, more than one F^ population was always con­
sidered desirable. Thus two Fg populations smaller in size 
were preferred over one large Fg population for a specific 
cross. 
F2 populations of most crosses were grown in the green­
house. Certain crosses involving seed color and fatuoid 
character were grown in the field in the summer of 1961 
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and 1962. 
For disease tests, F1 plants and F^ segregates were 
grown in flats in the greenhouse. To insure uniform stand of 
seedlings necessary for a good disease test, the seeds were 
first treated in Clorox solution (1:50) and then stored 
between wet filter papers in petri-dishes in a refrigerator 
at about 7° 0 for six days before sowing. Crown rust gene of 
Landhafer was tested with race 203 and of Victoria, first 
with race 290, and then with 203. Stem rust gene A was 
tested with race 7A and both BO. (linked) and D with race 8. 
Crown rust spores were kindly supplied by Dr. M. D. Simons 
and stem rust spores by Dr. J. A. Browning, both of the 
Department of Botany and Plant Pathology at Iowa State Univer­
sity. Stem rust races 7A and 8 had to be increased on mature 
plants of the susceptible variety Markton in a growth chamber 
in the summer of 1962. Most disease tests were carried out 
in the fall and winter of 1962. Inoculations were generally 
made at the first leaf stage. The temperature of the green­
house was kept at 70° F. Readings on infection were made 
usually on the tenth day and again on the thirteenth or 
fourteenth day after inoculation when final decisions on 
infection types were made. Infection types, immune, 0, 1, 
and 2 were classified as resistant and infection types 3 and 
4, susceptible. 
Seed luminescence was tested under ultra-violet light. 
Chi-square test was used to test the goodness of fit to a 
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specific ratio of the segregates. The results of more than 
one Fg family of a cross were pooled for the test. When the 
pooled number in one of the segregating classes was smaller 
than 5, the P value was calculated directly from binomial 
probability distribution. Where two characters were involved 
in a cross, a chi-square test for independence was made, often 
with a correction for discontinuity. 
The principles of monosomic analysis in this study are 
hereby presented. 
The following is a cytological scheme which indicates 
the manner of the transmission of the univalent from a 
monosome to the monosomic F^ hybrid: 
Parents 
Gametes 
*1 
Monosome 
2°n+ lz 
21j or 20j 
2°II+ 
Variety 
21II 
21 ' 
1. Locating dominant genes 
When one dominant gene is involved Assume that 
the genotypes of Cherokee and a variety are aa and AA, 
respectively. A cytogenetical scheme representing a critical 
cross between a Cherokee monosome and the variety is as 
follows : (In the diagram, denotes a missing homologue of 
the critical chromosome.) 
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Parents Monosome 
a-
Variety 
AA 
Gametes a or - A 
F^ A- monosomic, dominant 
AA disomic, dominant 
A- monosomic, dominant 
— nullisomic, recessive 
In the Fg generation from the monosomic F-^ hybrid, the 
disomes and the monosomes will show dominant phenotype, and 
nullisomes the recessive phenotype. The frequency of nulli­
somes in the progeny of a selfed monosome varies with differ­
ent monosomes, but will usually be less than 1/4 in our 
monosomes. Therefore the Fg segregation ratio in a critical 
cross will usually be different from a standard 3:1 ratio. 
Also chromosome counts can be made of the recessive individuals 
to confirm the expected nullisomic condition. Then the domi­
nant gene under test is considered to be located on the 
monosome. 
When two duplicate dominant genes are involved 
Assume that the genotypes of Cherokee and a variety are 
alala2a2 azi(^  ' respectively. The following is a cyto-
genetical scheme representing a critical cross between a 
Cherokee monosome and the variety. In this scheme, the a^ 
locus is assumed to be on the critical chromosome. (In the 
diagram, denotes a missing homologue of the critical 
chromosome.) 
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Parents 
Gametes 
Monosome 
iYa" 
a-a2 or a1-
X 
2 
1 a^ 
AlalV 
A2A2 
A2-
rA2A2 
V 
A2A2 
A2-
Variety 
AiAiAgAg 
A1A2 
monosomic, dominant 
disomic, dominant 
m on o s omi c, d ominant 
nulli somic, d ominant 
disomic, dominant 
monosomic, dominant 
nullis omic, d ominant 
disomic, dominant 
monosomic, dominant 
nullisomic, recessive 
In the Fg generation from the monosomic F^ hybrid, only 
the nullisomic plants with constitution a^a^- - will show 
recessive phenotype. Since the frequency of plants with the 
general constitution a^a^ in the Fg population is 1/4, and the 
frequency of nullisomes in the progeny of a selfed monosome 
is usually less than 1/4 in our monosomes, the frequency of 
plants with the recessive character in the Fg population of 
this critical cross will usually be less than 1/4 X 1/4 or 
l/l6. Thus the Fg segregation ratio of a critical cross will 
be different from a 15:1 ratio. 
The other characteristics of a critical cross worthy to 
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be checked are: (l) all plants with recessive phenotype in 
the F £ population must "be nulli somes, and (2) the frequencies 
of nullisomes with dominant and recessive phenotypes in the 
Fg population will fit a 3:1 ratio. 
2. Locating recessive genes 
When one recessive gene is involved Assume that 
the genotypes of Cherokee and a variety in this case are AA 
and aa, respectively. A cytogenetical scheme representing a 
critical cross "between a Cherokee monosome and the gene marker 
is as follows: (denotes a missing homologue of the 
critical chromosome) 
Parents Monosome 
A-
Gametes A or -
Fi 
The monosomic F^ hybrid will show the recessive pheno-
type instead of the dominant phenotype. Therefore the 
recessive gene is located. 
If the recessive gene is hemizygous ineffective, even in 
the critical cross, the monosomic F^ hybrid with the genotype 
a- will not show the recessive phenotype. It is possible to 
detect hemizygous ineffectives in the F^ generation as 
illustrated in the following scheme : 
Variety 
aa 
a.— monosomic, recessive 
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F 1 
a- monosomic, dominant 
aa disomic, recessive 
2 
a- monosomic, dominant 
nullisomic, ? 
In the Fg generation, the disomes will show recessive 
phenotype, the monosomes, dominant phenotype, and the nulli-
somes, unknown phenotype. Depending on the relative fre­
quencies of disomes, monosomes, and nullisomes in the progeny 
of a selfed monosome, the ratio of dominants to recessives in 
a critical cross is expected to be different from a 3si ratio 
in a non-critical cross. Also, if possible, the cytology of 
the dominants and recessives may be checked. 
Assume that the genotypes of Cherokee and a variety are 
A^A^AgA^, and a^a^a^ag, respectively. A cytogenetical scheme 
for a critical cross between a Cherokee monosome and the 
variety is presented. In this scheme, the a^ locus is 
assumed to be on the critical chromosome. (In the diagram, 
denotes a missing homologue of the critical chromosome.) 
Parents Monosome X Variety 
When two duplicate recessive genes are involved 
aiaia?a? 
Gametes A^Ag or A1-
1 monosomic, dominant 
disomic, dominant 
monosomic, dominant 
nullisomic, dominant 
disomic, dominant 
monosomic, dominant 
nullisomic, dominant 
disomic, recessive 
monosomic, recessive 
nullisomic, recessive 
In the F£ generation from the monosomic F^ hybrid, a 
3:1 segregation ratio instead of a 15:1 ratio will be ob­
tained. Thus, one of the duplicate recessive genes present 
in the variety is located. But it is impossible to confirm 
it cytologically, since both the recessive and dominant 
types in the Fg population consist of disomes, monosomes, and 
nullisomes. 
3,. Locating genes directly by observing nulli some s 
Supposing that a certain character in Cherokee is controlled 
by a single dominant gene, the absence of the dominant pheno-
typic expression in a nullisome can be taken to mean that such 
a gene is associated with the missing pair of chromosomes in 
the nullisome. 
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•a2a2 
1 Vi a2" 
-8.2*2 
2 a2" 
1 alal 
a2a2 
a2-
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_RESULTS 
Breeding Behavior 
S elf ins; of monosomes 
Progenies of selfed monosomes were planted in successive 
seasons over the years, but many of them were not c^to-
logically examined. Since nullisomes are usually character­
ized by dwarfness, retarded growth, and sterility, it is 
usually possible to detect them by observation of morpho­
logical characters. In Table 1 are presented the progenies of 
various families of monosomes. The actual frequencies of 
nullisomes were presumably higher than those presented in the 
Table, since some of the nullisomes probably were misclassi-
fied as monosomes or normals. Nullisomes from certain mono­
somes appeared more normal than those from others. 
Table 1. Frequencies of nullisomes estimated by observation 
of morphological characters in progenies of selfed 
monosomes 
Monosomes No. plants No. nullisomic % nullisomic 
A 312 0 0 
B 305 0 0 
0 331 24 7.3 
D 274 0 0 
E 313 1 0.3 
F 138 0 0 
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Frequencies of plants of different chromosome constitu­
tions based on cytological observations on a sample of pro­
genies of selfed monosomes are presented in Table 2. Examples 
of mitotic and meiotic chromosome complements of some of the 
monosomes and nullisomes are shown in Figs. 1 to 6. Meiosis 
in nullisome C could not be observed because of the rudi­
mentary nature of the spikelets. 
The combined results of Tables 1 and 2 clearly indicated 
that the frequencies of nullisomes in the progenies of selfed 
monosomes were generally low, and that only monosome C 
produced a relatively high percentage of nullisomes. 
It may be pointed out that the germination percentage of 
seeds of monosome 0 was lower than the other monosomes as 
shown in Table 3. Since nullisomes of 0 were always found to 
be from late germinating seeds, one might surmise that a high 
percentage of ungerminated seeds was nullisomic, and that the 
frequency of nullisome 0 should have been even higher than 
actually observed. 
As indicated in Table 2, in the progeny of monosome E, 
a plant was found with 41 chromosomes plus one telocentric 
chromosome (Fig. 7). The plant was highly fertile. At meiosis, 
configurations of either 20jj + 1 heteromorphic bivalent or 
20n + lj+ 1 telocentric chromosome were observed (Figs. S to 
11). Since heteromorphic bivalents were present, the telo­
centric chromosome must be homologous with one arm of monosome 
E. One plant with 41 chromosomes plus one telocentric 
Table 2. Frequencies of plants of different chromosomal constitutions in the 
progenies of selfed monosomes 
Mono- No. No. % No. % No. % No. % No. fo 
somes plants di- di- mono- mono- nulli- nulli- mono- mono- mono- mono­
somic somic somio somic somic somic telo- telo- iso- iso-
somic somic somic somic 
A 94 11 11.7 82 87.2 0 0 1 1.1 0 0 
B 91 14 15.4 77 84.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 98 8 8.2 84 85.7 6 6.1 0 0 0 0 
D 68 6 8.8 62 91.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
E 83 11 13.3 70 84.3 1 1.2 1 1.2 0 0 
F 65 2 3.1 62 95.4 0 0 0 0 1 1.5 
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Table 3. The germination percentage of seeds of monosomes 
sown on August 8, 1962 
Monosomes Ho. seeds Ho. seeds 
sown germinated germination 
A 37 32 86.5 
B 24 23 95.8 
C 63 36 57.1 
D 21 19 90.5 
E 27 27 100.0 
F 20 20 100.0 
chromosome was also observed in the progenies of monosome A. 
In the pro, genies of monosome a semi-dwarf and sterile 
plant showing homozygous fatuoid character, but with 41 
chromosomes, was found. This plant carried an isochromosome. 
At meiosis, a configuration of 20^ + 1 isochromosome was 
observed (Pigs. 12, 13). 
Crosses of monosomes with normal Cherokee usina; monosomes as 
male parents 
In Table 4 are presented the frequencies of disomic and 
monosomic progenies from crosses between monosomes as male 
parents and Cherokee. Such frequencies reflected the trans­
mission rates of 21- and 20-chromosome pollen of the mono­
somes. The limited data indicated that great variation 
existed among the monosomes in the transmission rates. 
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Table 4. Frequencies of disomic and monosomic plants from 
crosses between monosomes and Cherokee using 
monosomes as ma-le parents 
Crosses Ho. 
plants 
Ho. 
disomic 
i 
disomic 
Ho. 
monosomic 
% 
monosomic 
Cherokee X 
mono-A 
17 14 82.4 3 17.6 
Cherokee X 
mono-B 
29 29 100.0 0 0 
Cherokee X 
mono-C 
15 12 75.0 4 25.0 
Cherokee X 
mono-D 
18 17 94.4 1 5.6 
Cherokee X 
mono-B 
20 20 100.0 0 0 
Cherokee X 
mono-F 
14 12 85.7 2 14.3 
Monosome C had the highest transmission rate of 20-chromosome 
pollen—a prerequisite for the high frequency of nullisomes 
observed in its progenies. 
Crosses of monosomes with, normal varieties using monosomes as 
female parents 
In Table 5 are shown the frequencies of disomic and mono' 
somic progenies from crosses between monosomes and various 
normal varieties using monosomes as females. These frequen­
cies, which represented the transmission rates of 21- and 20-
chromosome eggs, also varied somewhat among monosomes. 
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Table 5. Frequencies of disomic and monosomic plants from 
crosses between monosomes and normal varieties 
using monosomes as female parents 
Crosses No. 
plants 
Ho. 
disomic 
% 
disomic 
!no. 
monosomic monosomic 
Mono-A X 
normal 
28 1 3.6 27 96.4 
Mono-B X 
normal 
36 4 11.1 32 88.9 
Mono-C X 
normal 
26 3 11.5 23 88.5 
Mono-D X 
normal 
61 5 8.2 56 91.8 
Mono-E X 
normal 
27 3 11.1 24 88.9 
Mono-F X 
normal 
78 1 1.3 77a 98.7 
This number includes plants from crosses with A. 
sterilis maxima considered monosomic because they were homo­
zygous steriloid. 
From these derived transmission rates of 20- and 21-
chromosome male and female gametes, the theoretical frequen­
cies of disomes, monosomes, and nullisomes in the progenies of 
selfed monosomes were calculated. In Table 6 are presented 
these theoretical frequencies along with the observed fre­
quencies as shown previously in Table 2. Bather close agree­
ment was indicated in monosomes B and E, and to a lesser 
degree in monosome D. But considerable discrepancies between 
Table 6. Observed and theoretical frequencies of plants of different chromosomal 
constitutions in the progenies of selfed monosomes 
Monosomes % disomic % monosomic % nullisomic 
Observed Theoretical Observed Theoretical Observed Theoretical 
A 11.7 3.0 87.2 80.0 0 17.0 
B 15.4 11.1 84.6 88.9 0 0 
0 8.2 8.6 85.7 69.3 6.2 22.1 
D 8.8 7.7 91.2 87.2 0 5.1 
E 13.3 11.1 84.3 • 88.9 1.2 0 
F 3.1 1.1 95.4 84.8 0 14.1 
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the observed and theoretical frequencies are present in 
monosomes A, C and F. 
Nullisomes in F2 populations of crosses between monosomes and 
normal varieties 
In Table 7 are presented the frequencies of apparent 
nullisomes in the pooled F^ populations of crosses between 
monosome C and certain normal varieties. Variation existed 
among the three crosses. The frequency of nullisome C from 
crosses is higher than from selfed monosome 0. (See Table 1.) 
Table 7. Frequencies of nullisomes estimated from observation 
of morphological characters in Fg populations of 
crosses between monosome C and certain varieties 
Crosses No. 
F2 plants 
No. 
nullisomic 
% 
nullisomic 
Mono-C X 
Olintland 
598 55 7.8 
Mono-C X 
Victoria 
205 27 13.2 
Mono-C X 
Markton 
125 30 23.8 
Nullisomes were not found in the progenies of selfed 
monosome D, but were found and cytologically confirmed in 
crosses between monosome L and Olintland. The latter crosses 
are presented in Table 9. Out of 212 seedlings, 11 were found 
to be nullisomes. The frequency of nullisomes was 5*5%> 
almost identical with the theoretical frequency of 5»1$ shown, 
in Table 5. At meiosis, a configuration of 20jj was observed 
in nullisome D (Pig. 5). 
In an F g population from a monosomic F^ plant between 
monosome P and A. fatua (grey seed), a number of plants was 
found to be sterile and dwarf, probably due to environmental 
factors. One of them, however, was found to be nullisomic 
and also asynaptic (Fig. 6). 
1'Tullisome-like albescent plants were frequently found in 
F2 populations of crosses between monosome E and Olintland. 
For example, in one population of 191 seedlings, six were 
albescent. At least one of the six was found to have 40 
chromosomes. Unfortunately, the other five plants were lost. 
Similar chlorophyll deficient types were noted in F g 
populations of crosses between monosomes A and B and Clint-
land, but their chromosome number was not determined. 
Morphology 
In general, the monosomes are hardly distinguishable from 
Cherokee (Pigs. 14 to 18). Monosome F is an exception because 
it has the heterozygous fatuoid character, that is, it has a 
strong, twisted, geniculate awn on the primary grain with an 
intermediate disarticulation surface at the base. 
Nullisomes with different pairs of chromosomes missing 
are usually distinguishable from normals and from each other 
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(Pigs. 19 to 24). They are generally reduced in vigor, some 
more than others. The morphological differences, if any, 
among the monosomes tend to be accentuated in the correspond­
ing nullisomes (Pigs. 22, 23). 
Some of the more obvious features of the monosomes are 
as follows : 
Monosome A has a smaller, columnar panicle with shorter 
panicle branches than Cherokee. Its leaves are stiff and 
erect. 
Monosome B has outer glumes of the spikelet opened at a 
wide angle, and the lemma and palea are not tightly adhering 
to the kernel, thus exposing part of the caryopsis. 
Monosome C has somewhat bigger, thicker, and more pinkish 
outer glumes than Cherokee. 
Monosome D has leaves which show abaxial curling. The 
seedling is somewhat semi-prostrate (Pig. 16). The mature 
plant, somewhat shorter than normals, has a more spreading 
growth habit. 
Monosome E also shows some abaxial curling of leaves, 
but to a lesser degree than monosome L. 
Monosome P has a somewhat small columnar panicle, and is 
heterozygous fatuoid. 
Heading date is rather similar among the monosomes and 
Cherokee, although monosome D usually heads two or three days 
later than the others. Monosomes B and E head somewhat 
earlier than Cherokee and other monosomes. In Table 8 are 
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presented the average heading dates of one crop of monosomes 
and Cherokee. 
Table 8. Heading date of monosomes and Cherokee (sowing date 
August 8, 1962) 
Monosomes A B C D E Cherokee 
Ho. days between 
sowing and heading 
50 58 59 62 61 59 
Ho. plants observed 10 7 14 6 6 18 
The average fertility of monosomes A, B, C, D, E, F, and 
Cherokee was estimated as 33$, 77$, 83$, 50$, 61$, 42$, and 
94$, respectively. All monosomes have lower fertility than 
Cherokee. Monosome A has the lowest and monosome C has the 
highest fertility. 
Pollen abortion was estimated to be less than 10$ in all 
monosomes and Cherokee. Mo difference was evident between 
monosomes and Cherokee. This is expected since Sears (cited 
by Burnham, 1962) found that pollen appeared normal in all 
wheat monosomes, and since Nishiyama (1933) reported as high 
as 98.08$ good pollen in monosomic heterozygous fatuoids. 
Nullisomes A and B were not obtained. 
Eullisome C is extremely slender with stiff, dark green 
leaves. It is much retarded in growth, heads at least one 
month later than normals, produces tiny panicles, and is 
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completely sterile. 
Nullisome D, found in an Fg population of a cross of 
monosome D with Clint-land, is nearly normal in appearance. 
Its leaves show heavier abaxial curling than monosome D. 
Evidently the missing pair of chromosomes carries genes for 
normal leaf growth. Nullisome D is about two-thirds the 
height of normals, heads about one month later than normals, 
and is male sterile. 
A nullisome E found in the progeny of selfed monosome E 
is highly male sterile, yet produced two or three seeds. 
Nullisome F derived from a cross of monosome F with 
A. fatua has the homozygous fatuoid character and is dwarf 
and sterile. 
Karyotype Analysis 
In the idiogram of Ba3hathy and Morrison (1959), out of 
the 21 chromosomes of the haploid complement, the three 
chromosomes with satellites and the shortest chromosome with 
a subterminal centromere are most easily distinguishable. 
With somewhat less assurance, the longest chromosome with a 
median centromere can also be distinguished. 
In the root tip cells of all six monosomes, three pairs 
of satellite chromosomes and one pair of the shortest chromo­
somes were definitely present. Therefore the univalents 
present in the six monosomes were not identified with any of 
these chromosomes. In the root tip cells of monosomes B and 
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D, one pair of the longest chromosomes was also present, thus 
excluding the possibility of monosomes B or D missing the 
longest chromosome in the complement. Pig. 1 shows a cell of 
monosome 3 with three pairs of chromosomes with satellites, 
one pair of the shortest chromosomes, and one pair of the 
longest chromosomes. 
Prom observations at various stages of meiosis, it 
appears that monosomes A, B, C, and D have univalents with 
a subterminal centromere, that monosome S has a univalent 
either with a subterminal or submedian centromere, and that 
monosome P has a univalent with a submedian centromere. It 
also appears that monosome A has a shorter univalent than the 
other five monosomes in this study. 
Intercrosses 
Bimonosomes were obtained from crosses of monosome C 
with each of the other five monosomes using monosome C as the 
male parent. Also a dimonosome was obtained from crosses of 
monosome A with monosome D using monosome A as the male 
parent. At meiosis, all the dimonosomes showed 19jj+ 2j 
(Pigs. 25, 26). This evidence supports other tests'that show 
monosome C is different from the other monosomes, and monosome 
A is different from monosome D. 
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Crosses with. Varieties, Species, 
and Chlorophyll Mutants 
Crosses with Clintland (crown rust resistant gene L of 
Landhafer, stem rust resistant genes A, 3, £, and D, 
non-luminescent seed) 
Test for crown rust resistant gene L of landhafer using 
rust snores of race 203 F^ plants were not subjected to 
a disease test as all were assumed to be resistant to race 
203 of crown rust. 
It may be mentioned here that before the actual disease 
tests on Fg plants were made, seedlings of Cherokee were 
inoculated with a mixture of equal amounts of spores of crown 
rust race 203 and stem rust race TA, i;i order to determine the 
feasibility of testing crown rust gene L and stem rust gene A 
simultaneously. It was found that spores of stem rust race 
7A could not compete with crown rust race 203, and few pustules 
of race ?A were formed (Fig. 27). So the plan to inoculate 
with a mixture of rust spores was abandoned. 
In Table 9 are presented data on F^ segregation for 
reaction to crown rust race 203. (Infection types are shown 
in Fig. 25.) Crosses involving monesurnes A, 5, C, and 3 and 
Cherokee all gave a good fit to a 3:1 ratio, while one cross 
involving monosome D significantly deviated from a 3:1 ratio. 
Also in the cross involving monosome D, all eleven susceptible 
seedlings (5.5$) proved to be nullisomes from cytological 
studies. Resistance to crown rust race 203 is apparently 
conditioned by a single dominant gene I of Landhafer in the 
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Table 9. Segregation for reaction to crown rust race 203 in 
?2 seedlings from monosomic F]_ plants of crosses 
between monosomes (susceptible) and Olintland 
(resistant) and from a normal P-]_ plant of a check 
cross 
Crosses and 
&o. 
Reaction of Eg plants 
to crown rest race 203 
Resistant Susceptible 
Chi-square 
3:1 ratio 
Mono-A X 
Olintland 
84-1 
88-2 
Total 
Mono-B X 
Olintland 
m 
Total 
80 
70 
30 
24 
0.0261 0.90-0.75 
0.0086 >0.90 
Mono-C X 
Olintland 
48-2 69 22 0.0329 0.90-0.75 
Mono-D X 
Olintland 
4-2 
7-2 
Total 
97 
104 
201 
o 
é 44.3773 <0.01 
Mono-E X 
Olintland 
123-2 oo 20 0.1396 0.75-0.50 
Cherokee X 
Olintland 
431-2 31 10 0.0081 >0.90 
cross of Cherokee with Clintland. According to the scheme 
shown in the section on Materials and Methods for a critical 
cross involving one dominant gene, it can be concluded that 
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gene L of Landhaf er is located on monosome D, "but not on 
monosome A, B, C, or E. 
Test for stem rust res" " ------ ^ 
rust race 7A; therefore hybrids were not inoculated with rust 
spores. 
In Table 10 are presented results on F^ segregation for 
resistance to stem rust race 7A. (Infection types are shown 
in Fig. 29.) Crosses involving A, B, C, D, and E and Cherokee 
all gave a good fit to a 3:1 ratio. It is concluded that (l) 
resistance to stem rust race 7A is controlled by a single 
dominant gene A in the cross of Cherokee with Olintland, and 
(2) gene A is not located on monosome A, B, 0, D, or E. 
Test for stem rust resistant genes BC (linked) using 
rust spores of race 8 F^ plants were assumed to be 
resistant to stem rust race 8. 
In Table 11 are presented results on F^ segregation for 
reaction to stem rust race 8. (Infection types are shown In 
Fig. 30.) Crosses involving monosomes A, B, C, D, and E and 
Cherokee all gave a good 3:1 segregation ratio. It is con­
cluded that (1) resistance to stem rust race 8 is governed by 
/—x 
the dominant BC (linked) genes behaving as a unit in this 
cross of Cherokee with Olintland, and (2) the BC (linked) 
genes are not located on monosome A, B, C, D, or E. 
In this same test, a test for the stem rust resistant B 
gene was automatically made. Since Cherokee carrying the 
dominant D gene shows type 2 resistant reaction to race 8, a 
race 7A F^ plants were 
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Table 10. Segregation for reaction to stem rust race 7A in F 
seedlings from monosomic F% plants of crosses 
between monosomes (susceptible) and Clintland 
(resistant) and from a normal F]_ plant of a check 
cross 
Crosses and 
F^ no. 
Reaction 
to stem 
of Fp plants 
rust race 7A 
Chi-square 
3:1 ratio 
P 
Resistant Susceptible 
Mono-A X 
Clintland 
81-4 69 25 0.1276 0.75' -0, .50 
Mono-B X 
Clintland 
152-1 
154-1 
Total 
U 
T£s 
26 
25 
51 0.2425 0.75--0. ,50 
Mono-C X 
Clintland 
46-1 
48-2 
Total 
68 
J1 
141 
25 
23 
48 0.0159 >0.90 
Mono-D X 
Clintland 
7-1 
7-2 
Total 
71 
74 
145 
27 
21 
48 0.0017 >0.90 
Mono-B X 
Clintland 
123-1 77 26 0.0032 >0.90 
Cherokee X 
Clintland 
431-1 44 13 0.1461 0.75-•0. 50 
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Table 11. Segregation for reaction to stem rust race 8 in 
]?2 seedlings from monosomic F]_ plants of crosses 
between monosomes (susceptible) and Clintland 
(resistant) and from a normal plant of a check 
cross 
Crosses and 
F]_ no. 
Reaction 
to stem 
of F2 plants 
rust race 8 
Chi-square 
3:1 ratio 
P 
Resistant3, Less % 
resistant 
Mono-A X 
Clintland 
79-1 74 25 0.1095 0.75-0.50 
Mono-B X 
Clintland 
154-1 74 26 0.0533 0.90-0.75 
Mono-C X 
Clintland 
48-2 
49-1 
60 
68 
21 
21 
Total 128 42 0.0079 .>0.90 
Mono-D X 
Clintland 
8-4 82 25 0.1527 0.75-0.50 
Mono-B X 
Clintland 
123-1 79 23 0.3268 0.75-0.50 
Cherokee X 
Clintland 
432-1 45 15 no deviation 
aUnder "Resistant" are included reaction types immune, 0, 
and 1. 
kUnder "Less resistant" is included only type 2. 
Cherokee nullisome which lacks the pair of chromosomes carry­
ing the D gene is expected to show type 4 susceptible reaction. 
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Clintland has BC genes in addition to the D gene, and so 
shows type 1 reaction of the BC genes to race 8. In the 
following is shown a scheme for a critical cross of a monosome 
with Clintland. (In this diagram, denotes the missing 
homologue of the critical chromosome, B denotes the BC genes.) 
Parents 
Gametes 
K 
Monosomes 
hbD-
bD or b-
X 
1 BB 
2 Bb 
1 bb 
BbD-
DD 
D-
DD 
D-
m 
D-
Clintland 
BBSD 
BD 
monosomic, type 1 
disomic, type 1 
monosomic, type 1 
nullisomic, type 1 
disomic, type 1 
monosomic, type 1 
nullisomic, type 1 
disomic, type 2 
monosomic, type 2 
nullisomic, type 4 
In the Fg generation from the monosomic F^ hybrid, the 
nullisomes with the genotype bb— will show type 4 reaction, 
and among all the nullisomes in the Fg population, a ratio of 
3 type 1 : 1 type 4 is expected. 
Since no susceptible seedlings were found in Fg popula­
tions involving monosomes C and D, it is concluded that the D 
gene is definitely not located on monosomes C and D. This 
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does not preclude the possibility of the D gene being located 
on monosome A, B or E, because the frequency of nullisomes 
•was very low in the progenies of selfed monosomes A, B, and 
E, and an absence of nullisomes may be suspected in the Eg 
populations of crosses involving these monosomes. 
Test for seed luminescence In Table 12 are presented 
results on Eg segregation for seed luminescence of crosses 
involving monosomes A and E (luminescent seed) and Clintland 
(non-luminescent seed). A good fit to a 3 luminescent : 1 
non-luminescent ratio was obtained. 
Table 12. Eg segregation for seed luminescence of crosses 
between monosomes A and E (luminescent) and 
Clintland (non-luminescent) 
~1 no. No. of P 2 plants Chi-square P 3:1 ratio 
Luminescent Non-
luminescent 
88-2 (mono-A 
as female) 51 20 
123-2 (mono-E 
as female) 53 21 
Total 114 41 0.1741 0.75-0.50 
In Table 13 are presented data on seed luminescence of 
monosomic ?1 hybrids from crosses of monosomes with Clintland. 
Crosses involving monosomes A, B, C, E, and P all had 
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luminescent seeds, while the cross involving monosome D had 
non-luminescent seeds. Following the scheme presented in the 
section on Materials and Methods for a critical cross involv­
ing one recessive gene, it can "be concluded that the gene for 
non-luminescence is located on monosome D. This means that 
both the gene for non-luminescence and the L gene of Landhafer 
are located on the same chromosome. 
Table 13. Seed luminescence of monosomic F]_ plants from 
crosses between monosomes (luminescent) and 
Clintland (non-luminescentJ 
Crosses Seed luminescence Ho. monosomic 
F^ plants observed 
Mono-A X Clintland Luminescent 7 
Mono-B X Clintland Luminescent 6 
Mono-C X Clintland Luminescent 0 
Mono-D X Clintland Ion-luminescent 11 
Mono-E X Clintland Luminescent 4 
1
 
0
 1 X Clintland Luminescent 5 
Combined data on F^ segregation for non-luminescence and 
crown rust resistance of Landhafer are shown in Table 14. 
Because the Fg seedlings of crosses between Cherokee and 
Clintland were not saved, the crosses of monosomes A and E 
with Clintland were used to detect the expected linkage of the 
two genes involved. A chi-square test for independence gave 
Table 14. Combined Fg segregation data on reaction to crown rust race 203 and seed 
luminescence of crosses between monosomes A and E (susceptible and 
luminescent) and Clintland (resistant and non-luminescent) 
»1 no. Resistant Susceptible Chi-square P 
for 
independence Luminescent Non-
luminescent 
Luminescent Non-
luminescent 
Co
 
CD
 1 ro
 (mono-A 
as female) 44 17 17 3 
123-3 (mono-E 
as female) 40 20 13 1 
Total 84 37 30 4 3.9104 0.05-0.025 
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a P value "between 5% and 2.5$. By the product method, the 
cross-over value for the non-luminescent gene and the L gene 
of Landhafer was calculated as 28.6$. However, since the F^ 
populations used in the test was small, this cross-over value 
may not be reliable. 
Grosses with Victoria (crown rust gene or genes) 
plants from crosses of monosomes (susceptible) and 
Cherokee (susceptible) with Victoria (resistant) were 
resistant to crown rust race 290. 
In Table 15 are presented results on F^ segregation for 
reaction to crown rust race 290. (Infection types are shown 
in Fig, 31.) Grosses involving monosomes A, D, and E and 
Cherokee with Victoria fit a 15:1 segregation ratio, while 
crosses involving monosomes B and C apparently did not. 
Resistance to crown rust race 290 is apparently conditioned 
by two dominant genes in the cross of Cherokee with Victoria. 
According to the scheme given in the section on Materials and 
Methods for a critical cross involving two dominant genes, 
the monosomes which give segregation ratios significantly 
deviating from a 15:1 ratio are expected to be associated 
with one of the two dominant genes concerned. However, in 
this test, since the F^ populations are small, the conclusions 
so derived from segregation ratios may not be reliable. Also 
in a critical cross, the susceptible F^ seedlings should all 
be nullisomes. A cytological examination of susceptible 
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Table 15. Segregation for reaction to crown rust race 290 in 
?2 seedlings from monosomic F]_ plants of crosses 
between monosomes (susceptible) and Victoria 
(resistant) and from normal F plants of a check 
cross 
Crosses and Reaction of Fg pl&nts Chi-square P 
F^ no. to crown rust race 290 15:1 
Resistant Susceptible 
Mono-A X 
Victoria 
318-1 35 1 
320-1 33 0 
320-2 16 0 
321-1 9 1 
321-2 17 0 
322-2 16 1 
323-1 18 1 
323-2 28 1 
Total 172 5 
Mono-B X 
Victoria 
332-3 20 0 
333-2 31 0 
335-2 23 1 
336-1 75 1 
336-2 38 2 
Total 187 4 
Mono-C X 
Victoria 
309-1 30 0 
309-2 25 0 
310-1 28 0 
3H-2 33 0 
314-1 35 1 
Total 151 1 
3.5442 0.10-0.05 
0.008a 
0.001* 
^Calculated directly from binomial probability 
distribution 
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Table 15 (Continued) 
Crosses and Reaction of 1?2 plants Chi-square P 
n o « to crown : rust race 290 15:1 
Resistant Susceptible 
Mono-D X 
Victoria 
301-3 41 2 
302-1 30 3 
303-2 36 1 
304-1 41 2 
306-1 27 4 
306-3 2 
Total 218 14 0.0284 0.90-0.75 
Hono-E X 
Victoria 
326-1 52 3 
326-2 34 2 
326-4 34 2 
327-4 45 1 
331-1 38 0 
Total 203 8 2.1813 0.25-0.10 
Cherokee X 
Victoria 
337-1 63 4 
337-2 86 3 
Total 149 7 0.8273 0.50-0.25 
seedlings may furnish more reliable information for small Fg 
populations. Therefore, two or three definitely susceptible 
seedlings were examined in each of the pooled populations. 
They proved to be either monosomic or disomic. A single 
susceptible seedling in the cross involving monosome C did 
not yield good chromosome counts, but was morphologically 
unlike nullisomes. It may be concluded that the two crown 
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rust resistant genes of Victoria are not located on monosome 
A, B, C, D, or E. 
In Table 16 are presented the segregation data of F^ 
seedlings inoculated with spores of crown rust race 203. 
(Infection types are shown in Fig. 32.) These seedlings were 
previously inoculated with spores of race 290. All crosses 
involving monosomes A, B, C, D, and E gave a good fit to a 
3:1 ratio. Apparently there is only one dominant gene of 
Victoria involved. This gene is considered to be identical 
with one of the two genes of Victoria as revealed by inocula­
tion with race 290, the reasoning being that seedlings 
susceptible to race 290 were always found susceptible to race 
203. It is concluded that this one crown rust resistant gene 
of Victoria is not located on any of the monosomes tested. 
Crosses with Markton (susceptible to race 8 of stem rust. 
pubescent leaf sheath) 
Test for stem rust resistant gene D F^ plants from 
crosses of monosomes A, B, C, D, and E and Cherokee with 
Markton all showed type 2 resistant reaction to stem rust race 
8. If the susceptible reaction of Markton is controlled by 
a single recessive gene which is not hemizygous ineffective, 
it may be concluded that the D gene is not located on any of 
the monosomes tested. However, since hemizygous ineffective­
ness can be suspected of a recessive gene, the monosomic F^ 
hybrids were carried to the F^ generation. 
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Table 16. Segregation for reaction to crown rust race 203 in 
Fg seedlings from monosomic F]_ plants of crosses 
between monosomes (susceptible) and Victoria 
(resistant) and from a normal F]_ plant of a check 
cross 
Crosses and Reaction of Fp plants Chi-square P 
F^ no. to crown rust race 203 3:1 ratio 
Resistant Susceptible 
Mono-A X 
Victoria 
318-1 26 10 
319-1 15 6 
320-1 24 7 
323-2 21 5 
Total 86 28 
Mono-B X 
Victoria 
332-3 11 4 
333-2 24 6 
335-2 24 10 
336-2 31 J9 
Total 90 29 
Mono-C X 
Victoria 
309-1 25 5 
309-2 15 9 
314-1 21 10 
Total 61 24 
Mono-D X 
Victoria 
301-3 27 9 
303-2 28 5 
306-3 33 8 
Total 88 22 
Mono-E X 
Victoria 
326-1 40 12 
326-2 28 8 
326-4 37 8 
327-4 38 8 
Total 143 36 
0.0116 > 0.90 
0.0252 0.90-0.75 
0.4745 0.50-0.25 
1.4667 0.25-0.10 
2.2811 0.25-0.10 
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Table 16 (Continued) 
Crosses and Reaction of Pg plants Chi-square P 
F^ no. to crown rust race 203 3:1 ratio 
Resistant Susceptible 
Cherokee X 
Victoria 
337-2 58 23 0.0037 >0.90 
Data on F^ segregation for reaction to stem rust race 8 
are presented in Table 17. (Infection types are shown in 
Pig. 30.) All crosses involving monosomes A, B, C, D, and E 
yielded a good fit to a 3:1 ratio. Resistance to stem rust 
race 8 is apparently governed by a single dominant gene D in 
the Cherokee X Harkton cross. A hemizygous ineffective 
recessive gene is not involved, and it can be more definitely 
concluded that the D gene is not located on monosome A, 3, 0, 
3, or E. This confirms the results based on the expression 
of nullisomes in the Cherokee X Clintland cross. 
Test for leaf sheath pubescence plants had 
pubescent leaf sheath. So pubescence is dominant over non-
pubescence. 
In Table 18 are summarized results on Fg segregation for 
pubescence. Crosses involving monosomes A, C, £, and E gave 
a good fit to a 3:1 ratio. The cross involving monosome B 
had a P value below 5$. But this is due to an excess of 
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Table 17. Segregation for reaction to stem rust race 8 in Fg 
seedlings from monosomic IS plants of crosses be-
tween monosomes (resistant; and Markton (suscepti-
ble) and from normal F^ Plants of a check cross 
Crosses and Reaction of F.2 .plants Chi-square P 
F^ no. to stem rust race 8 3:1 ratio 
Resistant Susceptible 
Mono-A X 
Markton 
569-1 14 6 
570-1 14 2 
577-1 5 3 
577-2 21 3 
573-1 13 5 
Total 67 19 0.3875 0.75-0.50 
Mono-B X 
Markton 
582-2 16 9 
584-1 20 9 
582-4 32 4 
Total 68 22 0.0148 >0.90 
Mono-C X 
Markton 
562-1 14 3 
562-2 11 4 
566-3 7 2 
Total 32 9 0.2032 0.75-0.50 
Mono-D X 
Markton 
555-2 31 6 
556-1 22 4 
559-1 25 J_ 
Total 78 17 2.5580 0.25-0.10 
Mono-E X 
Markton 
579-3 19 8 
581-2 27 7 
Total 46 15 0.0054 >0.90 
Cherokee X 
Markt on 
586-1 43 13 
594-4 44 13 
Total 87 26 0.2389 0.75-0.50 
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Table 18. Segregation for leaf sheath pubescence in Eg seed­
lings from monosomic plants of crosses between 
monosomes (non-pubescent; and Markton (pubescent) 
and from normal P-^ plants of a check cross 
Crosses and 
no. 
Pubescent If on-
pubescent 
Chi-square 
3:1 ratio 
P 
Mono-A X 
Markton 
569-1 20 8 
572-1 16 8 
573-1 13 5 
576-1 20 7 
Total 69 28 0.7731 0.50-0.25 
Mono-B X 
Markton 
582-2 15 8 
582-4 24 12 
582-5 19 12 
Total 58 32 5.3481 0.025-0.0] 
Mono-C X 
Markton 
561-1 25 10 
562-2 11 5 
563-3 23 10 
Total 69 25 0.1275 0.75-0.50 
Mono-D X 
Markton 
555-1 25 7 
559-1 26 6 
Total 51 13 0.6410 0.50-0.25 
Mono-E X 
Markt on 
579-1 22 12 
579-3 18 5 
Total 40 18 1.1264 0.50-0.25 
Cherokee X 
Markton 
585-1 41 14 
595-1 42 19 
Total 83 33 0.7356 0.50-0.25 
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non-pubescent segregates, and does not mean that the gene 
concerned may be associated with the monosome. Therefore, it 
is concluded that (1) Cherokee and Markton differ by a single 
dominant gene with regard to leaf sheath pubescence, and 
(2) this gene is not located on monosome A, B, C, D, or E. 
The second conclusion in regard to monosome C is also 
supported by the fact that segregation was noticed among 
nullisomes of C in the F^ population. 
In Table 19 are shown the combined F g segregation data 
on reaction to stem rust race 8 and leaf sheath pubescence 
of a check cross. No linkage was detected between these two 
characters. 
Table 19. Combined F- segregation data on reaction to stem 
rust race 8 and leaf sheath pubescence of a cross 
between Cherokee (resistant, non-pubescent) and 
Markton (susceptible, pubescent) 
F-, no. Resistant Susceptible Chi-square P 
• 
1 
• for inde-
Pubescent Eon- Pubescent Hon- pendence 
pubescent pubescent 
586-1 52 11 9 3 0.0016 >0.90 
Crosses with Black Me sdag (brown seed) 
F^ plants from crosses of monosomes and Cherokee with 
Slack Mesdag had brown seeds. So brown is dominant over 
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non-brown. 
Results on F g segregation for seed color are presented 
in Table 20. All crosses involving monosomes B, C, D, and E 
fit a 3:1 ratio. It may be concluded that (1) brown seed 
color is governed by a single dominant gene in the Cherokee 
X Black Hesdag cross, and that (2) the gene for brown seed is 
not located on monosome B, C, D, or E. 
Crosses with "necrotic leaf" mutant (Fig. 35) 
F^ plants from a cross of Cherokee with the "necrotic 
leaf" mutant were normal. So this mutant character is reces­
sive. In Table 21 are presented data on Fg segregation for 
the mutant character. A 3:1 ratio was obtained. We may 
conclude that the necrotic leaf character is controlled by a 
single recessive gene in the cross between Cherokee and the 
mutant. 
In Table 22 are presented data m the phenotype of mono­
somic F^ plants. The hybrids involving monosomes A, C, D, 
and E produced normal leaves, while hybrids involving monosome 
B had necrotic leaves. Therefore, as in the case of non-
luminescence of monosomic F^ hybrids of monosome D X Clintland, 
the necrotic leaf gene is considered to be located on 
monosome 3. 
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Table 20. Segregation for seed color in Fo populations from 
monosomic F]_ plants of crosses between monosomes 
(non-brown seed) and Black Mesdag (brown seed) and 
from a normal F^ plant of a check cross 
Crosses and 
F1 no. 
Seed color 
Brown 
of Fg plants 
Non-brown 
Chi-square 
3:1 ratio 
P 
Mono-B X 
Black Mesdag 
147-1 46 18 
150-2 135 38 
Total 181 56 0.2386 0.75-0.50 
Mono-C X 
Black Mesdag 
42-1 42 20 
43-2 41 12 
43-3 40 10 
Total 123 42 0.0182 >0.90 
Mono-D X 
Black Mesdag 
2-1 74 32 
2-2 52 18 
2-3 86 32 
Total 212 82 1.3106 0.50-0.25 
Mono-B X 
Black Mesdag 
120-1 26 9 
120-2 38 10 
120-3 74 25 
Total 138 44 0.0006 >0.90 
Cherokee X 
Black Mesdag 
766-4 75 23 0.1217 0.75-0.50 
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Table 21. F2 segregation data of a cross between Cherokee 
and "necrotic leaf" mutant 
F^ no. Normal Necrotic Chi-square 
leaf 3:1 ratio 
P 
736-1 49 12 0.8969 0.50-0.25 
Table 22. Phenotype of monosomic F]_ plants from 
between monosomes and "necrotic leaf" 
crosses 
mutant 
Crosses Phenotype No. monosomic F, 
plants observed 
Mono-A X necrotic leaf Normal 2 
Mono-B X necrotic leaf Necrotic leaf 9 
Mono-C X necrotic leaf Normal 2 
Mono-D X necrotic leaf Normal 2 
Mono-E X necrotic leaf Normal 2 
Crosses with "albescent leaf" mutant (Fig. )3) 
Test for albescent leaf gene F^ plants from crosses 
of Cherokee with the "albescent leaf" mutant were normal. In 
Table 23 are presented results on F^ segregation for this 
mutant character. Since a good 3:1 ratio was obtained, 
albescence is recessive to normal green. 
In Table 24 are shown the phenotype of monosomic F^ 
plants. Crosses involving monosomes A, B, C, D, and F all had 
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Table 23. Fp segregation data of crosses between Cherokee and 
"albescent leaf" mutant 
F, no. Formal Albescent Chi-square P 
3:1 ratio 
759-1 25 10 
751-1 54 14 
761-2 27 13 
Total 106 37 0.0582 0.90-0.75 
Table 24. Phenotype of monosomic Fj_ plants from crosses 
between monosomes and "albescent leaf" mutant 
Crosses Phenotype No. monosomic F]_ 
plants observed 
Mono-A X albescent leaf Normal 2 
Mono-3 X albescent leaf Normal 2 
Mono-C X albescent leaf Normal 2 
Mono-B X albescent leaf Normal 10 
Mono-E X albescent leaf Albescent 5 
Mono-F X albescent leaf Normal 2 
normal leaves, while one cross involving monosome E had albes­
cent leaves. Therefore, the gene for albescent leaf is 
located on monosome E. 
A plant in the progeny of monosome E with 41 chromosomes 
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plus one telocentric chromosome was crossed to the "albescent 
leaf" mutant. One F^ plant which was albescent and had 41 
chromosomes plus one telocentric chromosome was obtained. The 
univalent chromosome present in this plant came from the 
albescent parent and necessarily had the albescent gene. If 
the telocentric chromosome should carry the albescent locus, 
the presence of the dominant normal allele would cause the 
plant to be normal. Oytological observations indicated that 
the telocentric chromosome corresponds to the short arm of 
monosome E. Therefore, genetic and oytological tests support 
the conclusion that the gene for albescence is located on the 
long arm of monosome E. 
Test for seed luminescence In Table 25 are presented 
data on seed luminescence of monosomic F^ plants. Just as in 
the cross between monosome D and Clintland, the results 
clearly indicated that the gene controlling'non-luminescence 
is located on monosome D. 
Crosses with "netting leaf" mutant 
Test for netting leaf gene plants from crosses of 
monosomes and Cherokee with the "netting leaf" mutant were 
normal and indicated that netting is recessive. 
In Table 2o are shown results on F^ segregation for the 
mutant character. Crosses involving monosomes B, C, D, and E 
and Cherokee all showed a good fit to a 15:1 ratio, but not a 
3:1 ratio, while the cross involving monosome A gave a good 
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Table 25. Seed luminescence of monosomic plants from 
crosses between monosomes (luminescent) and 
"albescent leaf" mutant (non-luminescent) 
Crosses Seed 
luminescence 
No. monosomic E]_ 
plants observed 
Mono-A X albescent leaf Luminescent 2 
Mono-B X albescent leaf Luminescent 2 
Mono-C X albescent leaf Luminescent 2 
Mono-D X albescent leaf Non-luminescent 10 
Mono-E X albescent leaf Luminescent 5 
Mono-E X albescent leaf Luminescent 2 
fit to a 3il ratio. Netting apparently is controlled by two 
recessive genes in the cross of Cherokee with this mutant. It 
can be concluded that one of the genes affecting netting is 
located on monosome A, but not on monosome B, 0, D or E. 
Test for seed luminescence In Table 27 are shown 
data on seed luminescence of monosomic plants. Just as in 
the crosses involving monosome D with Clintland and "albescent 
leaf," the results showed that the gene for non-luminescence 
is located on monosome D. 
Crosses with Richland (non-luminescent seed) 
Results on seed luminescence of monosomic plants of 
crosses involving Richland are shown in Table 28. The data 
again indicated that the gene for non-luminescence is located 
Table 26. Segregation for leaf character of seedlings in F g populations from 
monosomic plants of crosses between monosomes and "netting leaf" 
mutant 
Grosses and Leaf character Chi-square P Chi-square P 
F^ no. of seedings 15:1 ratio 3:1 ratio 
Normal Netting 
Mono-A X 
netting leaf 
789-1 51 17 
790-1 46 11 
791-1 10 1 
792-1 29 7 
793-1 47 10 
Total 183 46 
Mono-B X 
netting leaf 
793-3 15 3 
798-1 97 7 
799-2 58 _2 
Total 170 12 
Mono-C X 
netting leaf 
786-1 25 2 
787-1 59 3 
788-1 40 2 
Total 124 7 
73.3139 < 0.005 2.2843 0.25-0.10 
0.0372 0.90-0.75 32.8864 < 0.005 
0.0045 >0.90 26.9949 <0.005 
Table 26 (Continued) 
Crosses and Leaf character Chi-square P Chi-square P 
no. of seedings 15:1 ratio 3:1 ratio 
Normal Netting 
Mono-D X 
netting leaf 
778-1 40 4 
779-1 55 3 
783-1 124 6 
783-4 46 1 
Total 265 14 
Mono-E X 
netting leaf 
795-1 55 1 
795-2 56 3 
795-3 61 3 
Total 172 7 
Cherokee X 
netting leaf 
756-1 46 1 
756-2 42 1 
760-1 77 3 
760-2 25 0 
760-3 _63 
_5 
Total 253 10 
0.2129 0.75-0.50 59.4214 0.005 
1.6718 0.25-0.10 42.4589 0.005 
2.7455 0.10-0.05 
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Table 27. Seed luminescence of monosomic P]_ plants from 
crosses between monosomes (luminescent) and "net­
ting leaf" mutant (non-luminescent) 
Crosses Seed 
luminescence 
Ho. monosomic P-]_ 
plants observed 
Mono-A X netting leaf Luminescent 5 
Mono-B X netting leaf Luminescent 3 
Mono-C X netting leaf Luminescent 3 
Mono-D X netting leaf Eon-luminescent 14 
Mono-E X netting leaf Luminescent 3 
Mono-P X netting leaf Luminescent 2 
Table 28. Seed luminescence of monosomic P]_ plants from 
crosses between monosomes (luminescent) and 
Richland (non-luminescent). 
Crosses Seed 
luminescence 
Eo. monosomic 
plants observed 
Mono-A X Richland Luminescent 2 
Mono-B X Richland Luminescent 2 
Mono-C X Richland Luminescent 2 
Mono-D X Richland Eon-luminescent o 
Mono-E X Richland Luminescent 2 
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on monosome D. 
Grosses with Avena fa^fcua (grey seed) 
P1 plants from the crosses of Cherokee with Avena fatua 
(grey seed) had grey seeds and the heterozygous fatuoid 
character (Pig. 34). In the Pg generation, normals, hetero­
zygous fatuoid types, and homozygous fatuoid types occurred 
in a 1:2:1 ratio as shown in Table 29. Seed color also 
segregated in a ratio of 3 grey : 1 non-grey as shown in 
Table 30. A single gene difference appeared to be involved 
in both cases. In Table 31 are presented the combined data 
on F2 segregation for these two characters. Ho linkage was 
indicated between seed color and cultivated type of grain. 
Table 29. Fg segregation for grain character of a cross 
between Cherokee and Avena fatua (grey seed) 
F, no. Eormal Heterozygous Homozygous Chi-square P 
J. fatuoid fatuoid 1:2:1 ratio 
768-1 14 37 13 1.5937 0.50-0.25 
Table 30. Fg segregation for seed color of a cross between 
Cherokee and Avena fatua (grey seed) 
F1 no. Grey Eon-grey Chi-square P 
3:1 ratio 
768-1 53 12 1.4816 0.25-0.10 
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Table 31. Combined Pp segregation data on seed color and 
grain character of a cross between Cherokee and 
Avena fatua (grey seed) 
K no. Grey Eon-grey Chi- P 
square 
Eor- Hetero- Homo- Eor- Hetero- Homo- for inde-
mal zyg ous zyg ous mal zygous zygous pendence 
fatuoid fatuoid fatuoid fatuoid 
768-1 11 30 11 3 7 2 0.0002 >0.90 
In Table 32 are shown data on grain character of mono­
somic F^ plants from crosses between monosomes and A. fatua 
(grey). Crosses involving monosomes A, B, C, D, and B all 
showed heterozygous fatuoid character, while the cross 
involving monosome P produced homozygous fatuoid character. 
Therefore, the gene or genes for the cultivated type of grain 
must be located on monosome P. The results are similar to 
Eishiyama1 s data (1935). 
Crosses with Avena fatua (yellow, non-luminescent seed) 
Test for gene for cultivated type of grain F^ plants 
from crosses of Cherokee with Avena fatua (yellow seed) had 
non-luminescent seeds and heterozygous fatuoid character 
(Fig. 34). The results from analyzing a cross between mono-
some A and A. fatua (yellow) as shown in Tables 33, 34 and 35 
indicated that (1) a monohybrid ratio for the cultivated type 
of grain and for seed luminescence, and (2) no linkage between 
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Table 32. Grain character of monosomic IS plants from 
crosses between monosomes and Avena fatua 
(grey seed) 
Crosses Grain character Ho. monosomic 
F]_ plants 
observed 
Mono-A X A. fatua (grey) Heterozygous fatuoid 2 
Mono-B X A. fatua (grey) Heterozygous fatuoid 2 
Mono-C X A. fatua (grey) Heterozygous fatuoid 2 
Mono-D X A. fatua (grey) Heterozygous fatuoid 2 
Mono-E X A. fatua (grey) Heterozygous fatuoid 2 
Mono-P X A. fatua (grey) Homozygous fatuoid 1 
Table 33. Fg segregation for grain character of a cross 
between monosome A and A. fatua (yellow seed) 
F, no. Normal Heterozygous Homozygous Chi-square P 
fatuoid fatuoid 1:2:1 ratio 
111-2 22 33 15 1.6284 0.50-0.25 
Table 34. Fg segregation for seed luminescence of a cross 
between monosome A (luminescent) and Avena fatua 
(yellow, non-luminescent) 
Fn no. Luminescent Hon-luminescent Chi-square P 
J. 3:1 ratio 
111-2 53 17 0.0190 >0.90 
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Table 35. Fg segregation data on seed luminescence and 
^rain character of a cross between monosome A 
(luminescent- seed) and Avena fatua (yellow, non-
luminescent seed) 
no. Luminescent Eon-luminescent Chi- ] 
square 
for inde-Hor- Hetero- Homo- Eor- Hetero- Homo-
mal zygous zygous mal zygous zygous pendence 
fatuoid fatuoid fatuoid fatuoid 
111-2 13 23 12 0.0094 >0.90 
the above characters. 
The results presented in Table 36 support the same con­
clusion reached in the cross involving A. fatua (grey) with 
respect to the grain character of monosomic F^ plants. 
Table 36. Grain character of monosomic F]_ plants from crosses 
between monosomes and Avena fatua (yellow seed) 
Crosses Grain 
character 
Eo. mono­
somic 
IS plants 
observed 
Mono-A X A. fatua (yellow) Heterozygous fatuoid 2 
Mono-B X A- fatua (yellow) Heterozygous fatuoid 2 
Mono-C X à- fatua (yellow) Heterozygous fatuoid 2 
Mono-D X à- fatua (yellow) Heterozygous fatuoid 2 
Mono-E X A. fatua (yellow) Heterozygous fatuoid 12 
Mono-F X 4- fatua (yellow) Homozygous fatuoid 1 
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Test for seed luminescence In Table 37 are presented 
data on seed luminescence of monosomic F^ plants. That con­
firms that the gene for non-luminescence is associated with 
monosome D. 
Table 37. Seed luminescence of monosomic Fj plants from 
crosses between monosomes and Avena fatua 
(yellow seed) 
Crosses Seed Ho. monosomic 
luminescence F]_ plants 
observed 
0
 
1
 -A X A. fatua (yellow) Luminescent 2 
iw
 
o
 p o
 
-B X A. fatua (yellow) Luminescent 2 
Mono--C X A. fatua (yellow) Luminescent 2 
Mono' -D X A. fatua (yellow) Eon-luminescent 12 
Mono' -S X A. fatua (yellow) Luminescent 2 
Mono' -F X A. fatua (yellow) Luminescent 1 
Crosses with homozygous fatuoid (Burnett) 
F^ plants from a cross of Cherokee with homozygous 
fatuoid (Burnett) had the heterozygous fatuoid character 
(Fig. 35). In the Fg generation, a 1:2:1 ratio was obtained 
as shown in Table 38. 
In Table 39 are presented results on grain character of 
monosomic F^ plants. Again, as in the crosses involving 
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Table 38. Pp segregation for grain character of a cross 
between Cherokee and homozygous fatuoid (Burnett) 
P, no. Normal Heterozygous Homozygous Chi-square P 
1 fatuoid fatuoid 1:2:1 ratio 
774-1 20 37 12 2.2173 0.50-0.25 
Table 39. Grain character of monosomic IS plants from 
crosses between monosomes and homozygous fatuoid 
(Burnett) 
Crosses Grain 
character 
No. monosomic 
P% plants 
observed 
Mono-A X homo-fatuoid 
Mono-B X homo-fatuoid 
Mono-C X homo-fatuoid 
Mono-D X homo-fatuoid 
Mono-E X homo-fatuoid 
Mono-P X homo-fatuoid 
Heterozygous fatuoid 
Heterozygous fatuoid 
Heterozygous fatuoid 
Heterozygous fatuoid 
Heterozygous fatuoid 
Homozygous fatuoid 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
A. fatua (grey) and A. fatua (yellow), the gene or genes for 
the cultivated type of grain are associated with monosome P. 
Crosses with Avena srterjLLLs maxjuiia 
P]_ plants from crosses of Cherokee with Avena sterilis 
maxima had the heterozygous steriloid character. That is, the 
primary kernel had a strong, twisted, geniculate awn and an 
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intermediate disarticulation surface surrounded by pubescence. 
Pubescence was present on the lemmas of primary and secondary 
kernels (Pig. 35). Pg population was not planted. 
In Table 40 are presented data on grain character of 
monosomic P^ plants. Only the cross involving monosome P 
showed homozygous steriloid character. These results are 
again similar to Hishiyama's data (1935). If the satlva-
complex, sterilis-complex. and fatua-complex do form a 
multiple allelic series as suggested by Hishiyama (1935), then 
the parallelism of results obtained from crosses of monosome P 
with A. fatua. A. sterilis and homozygous fatuoid is easily 
justified. 
Table 40. Grain character of monosomic Pi plants from 
crosses between monosomes and Avena sterilis 
maxima 
Crosses Grain Ho. P]_ mono-
character somic plants 
observed 
Mono -A X A. sterilis Heterozygous steriloid 2 
Mono -B X A. sterilis Heterozygous steriloid 2 
Mono -C X A. sterilis Heterozygous steriloid 2 
Mono* -D X A. sterilis Heterozygous steriloid 2 
Mono1 -E X A. sterilis Heterozygous steriloid 2 
Mono' -P X A. sterilis Homozygous steriloid 5 
Fig. 1. Metaphase showing 41 chromosomes in 
a root tip cell of monosome B. Note 
the six satellite chromosomes, the 
two shortest chromosomes, and the 
two largest chromosomes 
Fig. 2. Metaphase I showing 20 bivalents plus 
one univalent in a pollen mother cell 
of monosome B 
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x 
^ 
Fig. 3. Anaphase I in a pollen mother cell 
of monosome A 
Fig. 4. Metaphase showing 40 chromosomes in 
a root tip cell of nullisome D 
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Pig. 5. Diakinensis showing 20 bivalents in a 
pollen mother cell of nullisome D 
Pig. 6. Metaphase I showing asynapsis in a 
pollen mother cell of nullisome P 
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Pig. 7. Metaphase I showing 41 chromosomes 
plus one telocentric chromosome in a 
root tip cell of a plant in the 
progeny of monosome E 
Pig. 8. Metaphase I showing a heteromorphic 
bivalent in a pollen mother cell of 
a plant with 41 chromosomes plus a 
telocentric chromosome in the progeny 
of monosome E 
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Pig. 9. Metaphase I showing 20 bivalents plus 
one univalent plus one telocentric 
chromosome in a pollen mother cell of 
the same plant as described in Fig. 8 
Pig. 10. Anaphase I in a pollen mother cell 
of the same plant as described in 
Fig. 8 
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Pig. 11, Telophase II in a pollen mother cell 
of the same.plant as described in 
Fig. 8 
Fig. 12. Metaphase I showing 20 bivalents 
plus one isochromosome in a pollen 
mother cell of a plant in the 
progeny of monosome F 
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. ffcww- fv/ï^ rvr.'i*' 
Fig. 13. Anaphase I in a pollen mother cell 
of the same plant as described, in 
Fig. 12 
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Pig. 14. Prom left to right, mature plants of Cherokee, 
monosome A, monosome B, and monosome C 

Fig. 15. Prom left to right, mature plants of Cherokee, 
monosome D, monosome E, and monosome P 

Fig. 16. From left to right, young plants of Cherokee and 
monosome D 

Fig. 17. From left to right, panicles of 
Cherokee, monosome A, monosome B, 
monosome C, monosome D, monosome 
E, and monosome F 
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Pig. 18. At left, kernels of Cherokee ; top 
row, from left to right, kernels of 
monosome A, monosome B, and. monosome 
C; bottom row, from left to right, 
kernels of monosome D, monosome E, 
and monosome F 
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Fig. 19. From left to right, 
mature plants of 
nullisome 0, 
monosome 0, and 
Cherokee 
Fig. 20. From left to right, 
young plants of 
Cherokee and 
nullisome C 
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• Pig. 21. From left to right, Pig. 22. A young plant of 
mature plants of nulllsome D 
Cherokee, monosome 
D, and nulllsome D 

Fig. 23. A close view showing 
the abaxial curling 
of leaves in the same 
plant of nullisome D 
as described in Fig. 22 
Fig. 24. From left to right, 
mature plants of 
Cherokee, monosome F, 
monoisosome F, and 
nullisome F 
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Pig. 25. Metaphase I showing 19 bivalents 
plus two univalents in a pollen 
mother cell of a dimonosome from a 
cross of monosome A x monosome D 
Pig. 26. Anaphase I in a pollen mother cell 
of the same plant as described in 
Pig. 25 
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Fig. 27. From left to right, 
three leaves of Cherokee 
and one leaf of Clint-
land, all inoculated 
with a mixture of equal 
amounts of spores of 
crown rust race 203 
and stem rust race 7 A 
Fig. 28. Fg segregation for 
reaction to crown rust 
race 203 from crosses 
of Cherokee and mono-
somes with Clintland. 
From left to right, 
infection types, 
immune, 1, and 4 
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Fig. 29. Fg segregation for 
reaction to stem rust 
race 7 A from crosses 
of Cherokee and mono-
somes with Clintland. 
From left to right, 
infection types 1 
and 4 
Fig, 30. Fg segregation for 
reaction to stem rust 
ice 8 from crosses 
of Cherokee and mono-
somes with Clintland 
and Markton. From 
left to right, infec­
tion types 1, 2, and 4 
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F2 segregation for 
reaction to crown rust 
race 290 in crosses 
of Cherokee and mono-
somes with Victoria, 
From left to right, 
infection types, 
immune, 0, 1, inter­
mediate (two leaves), 
and 4 
Fg segregation for 
reaction to crown rust 
race 203 in crosses 
of Cherokee and mono-
somes with Victoria, 
From left to right, 
infection types 1 
and 4 

Fig. 33. From left to right, seed­
lings of Cherokee, 
"necrotic leaf," 
"albescent leaf," and 
"netting leaf" 
Fig. 34. Top row, from left to 
right, kernels of 
Cherokee, F3. hybrid 
between Cherokee and 
A. fatua (yellow seed), 
and A. fatua (yellow 
seed). Bottom row, 
from left to right, 
kernels of Cherokee, 
Ft hybrid between 
Cherokee and A. fatua 
(grey seed) and 
A. fatua (grey seed) 
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Fig. 35. Top row, from left to right, kernels 
of Cherokee, hybrid between 
Cherokee and homozygous fatuoid 
(Burnett), and homozygous fatuoid 
(Burnett) 
Bottom row, from left to right, 
kernels of Cherokee, Pn hybrid between 
Cherokee and A. sterilis maxima. and 
A. sterilis maxima 
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DISCUSSION 
The six monosomes in this study are definitely different 
from each other. Each of the monosomes except C is associated 
with one or two known different genes. Monosome A is asso­
ciated with one of the two genes for netting leaf, monosome B, 
a gene for necrotic leaf, monosome D, the crown rust resistant 
gene L of Landhafer and a gene for seed non-luminescence, 
monosome E, a gene for albescent leaf, and monosome P, a gene 
or genes for cultivated type of grain. Monosome C had a high 
frequency of nullisomes when selfed, and was definitely proved 
to be different from other monosomes from results of inter­
crosses . 
Very few oat monosomes have been reported as being asso­
ciated with one or two different genes. These are the fatuoids 
of Series /? of Buskins (1927a, 1927c, 1923 ) and of modified £ 
of ITishiyama (1931, 1933), a monosome associated with a gene 
for chlorophyll production (Philp, 1935), a monosome asso­
ciated with a gene for broad leaves (Philp, 1933), and two 
monosomes, each associated with a different gene for chloro­
phyll production (.-Ico-innis and Taylor, 1951; KcSinnis and 
Andrews, 1952). It is not known whether one of the monosomes 
of McGinnis and his co-workers involved the same univalent 
chromosome as the monosome of Philp. Mone of the monosomes in 
this study except P seems to be similar to those reported by 
other workers. Monosome P is thought to be deficient for the 
same C chromosome. The supporting evidences are described 
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as follows: 
1. The fatuoid monosomes of Series yS and modified p> were 
reported to be heterozygous fatuoids and their corresponding 
nullisomes, dwarf and asynaptic homozygous fatuoids. The same 
results were obtained in monosome P. 
2. Fishiyama (1935) made crosses between his fatuoid 
monosomes and Avena sterilis and Avena fatua and obtained 
monosomic progeny with steriloid and fatuoid characters, 
respectively. Similar results were obtained in corresponding 
crosses involving monosome P. 
3. By observing plants with telocentric chromosomes, 
Sishiyama (1933) located the gene or genes for cultivated type 
of grain on the short arm and the gene or genes for synapsis 
on the long arm of the G chromosome. Similar evidences in 
monosome P supported the localization of the gene or genes for 
cultivated type of grain and for synapsis on different arms of 
the univalent chromosome. A plant with 40 chromosomes plus 
one isochromosome found in the progeny of selfed monosome P 
was semi-dwarf, male sterile, and homozygous fatuoid, but 
showed normal chromosome pairing. If monosome P does involve 
the 0 chromosome, then this isochromosome must have the long 
arm which bears the gene or genes for synapsis. 
A better method, however, to ascertain the identity of 
the univalent present in monosome P will be by crossing mono-
some P with the fatuoid monosomes of those early workers. 
One of the uses of monosome P may be found in the investi­
gation of the nature of the gene or genes for cultivated type 
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of grain in A. sativa and of the fatuoid-complex in the Series 
X fatuoids and A. fatua. The dosage effect of monosome 5A 
which bears the vulgare gene ^ in T. aestlvum ssp. vulgare has 
been well established (Huskins, 1946; Sears, 1952, 1954). 
Recently Muramatsu (1963) studied the dosage effect of the 
spelta gene £ in ssp. spelta. and found it to be a hypomorph 
in respect to £ rather than a deficiency. Fo similar informa­
tion is available in Avena. If stocks with different numbers 
of telocentrics and isochromosomes involving the pertinent 
arm of the C chromosome can be established from monosome F, a 
study of the possible dosage effect of the gene or genes for 
cultivated type of grain in A. sativa is possible. Similarly, 
stocks with different numbers of telocentrics and isochromo­
somes involving the pertinent arm of the C chromosome with the 
genetic background of A. sativa may be established in fatuoids 
and A. fatua. Perhaps it will then be possible to examine 
whether or not the locus affecting the fatuoid characters is a 
deficiency or a certain kind of gene in these materials. 
The six monosomes in this study were randomly chosen from 
a number of monosomes induced by X-rays. That the six all 
proved different clearly indicated that X-rays are not selec­
tive in breaking different chromosomes, and that with an ade­
quate number of X-ray induced monosomes, all possible monosomes 
in the cultivated oats can be produced (0T Mara, 1961). 
The X-ray method of producing monosomes is evidently more 
efficient than the cytological screening method of picking out 
spontaneous monosomes. Costa-Rodrigues (1954) obtained 20 
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monosomes from 279 treated eggs (7.1%). Perhaps an adjustment 
of X-ray dosage may increase the frequency of monosomes even 
higher. On the other hand, Riley and Kimber (1961) reported 
a frequency of spontaneous monosomes of 1.1%, and McGinnis 
(1962) reported a frequency of spontaneous monosomes and 
nullisomes of 0.5%. 
In the building up of all possible 21 monosomes, the pro­
duction of monosomes does not seem quite the problem as the 
identification of monosomes. A discussion of the different 
methods of identifying the monosomes is presented as follows: 
1. Breeding behavior 
Breeding behavior varied somewhat among the monosomes in 
this study, and therefore is not a good general criterion in 
differentiating monosomes. Monosome C specifically had a 
relatively higher frequency of monosomes in the progenies than 
others, but no striking differences existed in breeding 
behavior among the other monosomes. 
2. Morphology 
All monosomes in this study appear similar in appearance 
with the exception of monosome F which has the heterozygous 
fatuoid character. Among other monosomes, differences do 
exist, but they are rather subtle and hard to detect. Fertil­
ity varied among the monosomes, but to a lesser degree among 
some of them, and was apparently much affected by environ­
mental conditions. 
As in the wheat nullisomes (Sears, 1954), certain oat 
nullisomes can usually be distinguished from each other. Two 
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monosomes may appear similar, but their corresponding nulli­
somes can be quite different. Also morphological differences, 
if any, between the two monosomes, are apparently accentuated 
in the corresponding nullisomes, e.g., nullisomes D and P. 
Therefore, the morphology of nullisomes may sometimes be a 
good criterion in differentiating the corresponding monosomes. 
Unfortunately no nullisomes were obtained in certain monosomes. 
Also in this study, all nullisomes were sterile and difficult 
to maintain. In contrast, a good percentage of wheat nulli­
somes are fertile to some extent and can be maintained. 
It may be reasserted here that when a single dominant 
gene present in the original variety of the monosomes is 
located on a monosome, an absence of the expression of the gene 
can be detected in the corresponding nullisome. In this 
respect, Cherokee is not a favorable variety for its lack of 
dominant marker genes. 
3. Karyotype analysis 
A successful karyotype analysis offers the simplest method 
of identifying monosomes. The establishment of the idiogram 
of hexaploid oats by Rajhathy and Morrison (1959) has greatly 
facilitated such an analysis. However, with the techniques 
used in this study, only the three satellite chromosomes, the 
shortest chromosome and probably the largest chromosome in the 
idiogram can be easily distinguished. Evidently with more 
refined techniques, McGinnis (1962) was able to recognize four 
to six additional chromosomes and to classify the remainder 
into three groups, i.e., a group of five with subterminal 
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centromeres, a group of three with median centromeres, and a 
group of two with submedian centromeres. If an unidentified 
monosome cannot be associated with a specific chromosome, it 
can be assigned to one of these groups, and identification 
using other methods is required only of monosomes within one 
group of chromosomes. With better techniques, a logical first 
step in identifying a monosome should be karyotype analysis. 
But since it is usually difficult to recognize the chromosomes 
other than the shortest, largest, and satellite chromosomes 
with any assurance, the identification of a monosome cannot be 
dependent exclusively on karyotype analysis. 
In addition tc determinations made by observation of 
somatic chromosomes in root tip cells, some useful information 
can usually be obtained through examination of the univalents 
at different stages of meiosis. Since the univalents are 
either off the plate (at metaphase I), or dividing late (at 
telophase I), or lagging on the plate (at telophase II), they 
can be easily observed. Sears (1954) reported that in wheat 
monosomes, the differences in length among the univalents are 
more pronounced at telophase II than at metaphase I. There­
fore, measurements on univalents at telophase II should be of 
some value, the arm ratio furnishing Information as to whether 
the univalent has a subterminal, submacian, or median centro­
mere. However, the position of the centromere in the meiotic 
chromosomes seems to be somewhat variable in different 
observations, and probably is less reliable than in the somatic 
chromosomes. 
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4. Intercrosses 
Intercrosses offer the surest method of identifying 
monosomes, hut much crossing work is involved. The success of 
intercrosses depends on the transmission rates of 20-chromosome 
male and female gametes of the parent monosomes. If the trans­
mission rates of nullisomic gametes of both parents are high, 
only a few cross seeds need to be obtained to include at least 
one dimonosome. However, the transmission rate of 20-chromosome 
male gametes in a monosome is usually low. In crossing two 
monosomes, it is better to use one which has a higher trans­
mission rate of 20-chromosome male gametes as the male parent. 
If both parent monosomes have a low transmission rate of 20-
chromosome male gametes, intercrosses will be very impractical. 
When the transmission rates of 20-chromosome gametes of 
both parents are known, the frequency of dimonosomes in the 
progeny can be predicted. For example, in a cross of monosome 
B (as female parent, with a transmission rate of 20-chromosome 
gametes of 88.9%) with monosome 0 (as male parent, with a 
transmission rate of 20-chromosome gametes of 25.0%), the 
theoretical frequency of dimonosomes is 88.9% X 25.0%, or 
22.2%. From such a cross, two dimonosomes were obtained from 
nine seedlings, or exactly 22.2%. In another example, out of 
36 seedlings from crosses of monosome E used as the male parent 
with the other monosomes, no dimonosomes were found, presumably 
because the transmission rate of 20-chromosome male gametes of 
monosome E was extremely low. 
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5. Crosses with varieties, species, and mutants 
As a method of identifying monosomes, crosses with 
varieties, species, and mutants are most laborious, but proved 
to be most fruitful in this study. A great advantage of this 
method is that monosomic analysis can be carried out con­
currently. When the low transmission rates of 20-chromosome 
male gametes render intercrosses impractical, this method is 
especially valuable. Unfortunately there are relatively few 
useful marker genes available at the present time. Perhaps 
more mutants can be gathered in the course of breeding and 
irradiation experiments. 
The transmission rates of 20-chromosome female gametes in 
oat monosomes are higher than in wheat monosomes. Usually over 
90% of the plants in the progenies of crosses between monosomes 
and varieties are monosomic. Therefore, fewer cross seeds are 
needed than in wheat monosomes to include the necessary number 
of monosomes for further tests. 
It is usually a simple matter to identify monosomes by 
crossing them to a mutant with a single recessive gene prefer­
ably affecting a seedling character, for there is the possi­
bility of locating the gene in the generation, provided the 
gene is hemizygous effective. Assume that a single hemizygous 
effective recessive gene is associated with a certain mono-
some. To determine whether an unknown monosome is the same as 
this monosome, one can cross the unknown monosome to the re- , 
cessive mutant, rather than to the known monosome. This 
results in a great saving of time. Also in the nullisomes, in 
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which the recessive gene is associated with the missing pair 
of chromosomes, the recessive gene may or may not be expressed. 
If expressed, the nullisomes can be distinguished by their 
phenotypes rather than by the more laborious cytological 
tests. 
By crossing the monosomes with the autotetraploids pro­
duced from recessive chlorophyll mutants in the diploid oats, 
it should be possible to test the homology of the chromosomes 
in the diploid species with the chromosomes of the hexaploid 
species. 
From the above discussions, it can be seen that each of 
the five methods has its place and supplements the others in 
the identification of monosomes in this study. 
When intercrosses and other methods are, for some reason, 
ineffective in identification, there is another method of 
identifying monosomes. Seeds of monosomes may be X-rayed, and 
the mutations so induced in the X^ generation are likely to be 
different for different monosomes. In common wheat, Tsunewaki 
and Heyne (1959 ) reported that monosomes are more sensitive 
than disomes to X-irradiation, and that "irradiation of the 
monosomies is an effective way of screening recessive mutants 
in the X^ generation, even for highly duplicated genes." 
An interesting feature of oat monosomes is the unexpected 
high frequency of nullisomes in the progenies of selfed mono­
somes (Nishiyama, 1931; Philp, 1935, 1938; Costa-Rodrigues, 
1954; 0iMara, 1961; McGinn!s and Taylor, 1961; McGinnis and 
Andrews, 1962). The frequency of nullisomes in the progeny of 
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a monosome is initially determined by the transmission rates 
of 20-chromosome male and female gametes, and subsequently 
affected by the viability of nullisomic zygotes and the 
germinability of nullisomic seeds. The 20-chromosome gametes 
are apparently produced in relatively greater numbers in oat 
monosomes than in wheat monosomes, as indicated by the cyto-
logical results of some of these workers and the breeding 
results in this study. However, it is the ultimate trans­
mission rates of the gametes, especially male gametes, which 
are more important. Most of these workers interpreted the high 
frequency of nullisomes by assuming no certation against the 
20-chromosome male gametes. This assumption was disputed by 
O'Mara (1961). Whether or not there was certation may be 
known from the actual transmission rates of 21- and 20-
chromosome male gametes derived from crosses of monosomes with 
normal varieties using monosomes as male parents. 
In this study, there was a general low frequency of nulli­
somes in the progenies of selfed monosomes. The transmission 
rates of 21- and 20-chromosome male and female gametes were 
derived from breeding tests, and the theoretical frequencies 
of nullisomes in the progenies were calculated. The trans­
mission rates of 21- and 20-chromosome male gametes of the 
different monosomes were 75.0-100$ and 0-25.0$, respectively. 
Active certation against the 20-chromosome gametes was evident, 
thus causing a low frequency of nullisomes. The calculated 
frequencies of nullisomes were, however, higher than the 
observed frequencies in four of the six monosomes. These 
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differences may be attributed to the lethality of nullisomic 
zygotes as reflected by the low fertility of the parent mono­
somes (monosomes A, D, and P) and the failure of nullisomic 
seeds to germinate (monosome 0). 
In the Fg generation of crosses between monosomes and 
varieties in this study, a definitely higher frequency of 
nullisomes was noted. This led to the speculation that the 
general low frequency of nullisomes in the progenies of selfed 
monosomes may be caused by varietal differences or deleterious 
effects of X-rays or a combination of both. It is of special 
interest to note in Table 7 that the crosses of monosome C 
with Markton, Victoria, and Olintland gave very different fre­
quencies of nullisomes in the F g populations. Such a fact 
seems to emphasize the varietal effects. 
It may be reasserted here that the Series /? fatuoids of 
Huskins and the modified p fatuoids of Uishiyana are different 
in that the former had a low frequency of nullisomes and the 
latter, a high frequency of nullisomes in the progenies. In 
this respect, monosome F is similar to Series /s . With all 
these monosomes supposedly involving the loss of the same C 
chromosome, the differences in the frequency of nullisomes in 
the progenies may very well be attributed to varietal effects. 
Huskins1 Series /> fatuoids originated in the variety Victory 
(Huskins, 1927b) ; Nishiyama's modified yS fatuoids came from the 
variety Aurora ; and monosome F is from Cherokee. 
To ascertain whether or not varietal differences are a 
causal factor in determining the frequencies of nullisomes, a 
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monosome may be substituted into another variety, such as 
Markton, for comparison. To determine whether or not the 
deleterious effects of X-rays play a part in lowering the 
frequencies of nullisomes, a monosome may be substituted into 
a pure Cherokee variety for comparison. If the deleterious 
effects of X-rays are ascertained, it will be necessary to 
backcross every monosome induced by X-rays several generations 
to the original pure variety. 
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SUMMARY 
1. Six monosomes in the cultivated oat variety, Cherokee, 
designated as A, B, C, D, E, and F were studied from I960 to 
1963. They were previously produced through X-irradiation of 
young panicles before anthesis. 
2. Breeding behavior of the monosomes varied somewhat 
from each other. In the progenies of selfed monosomes, the 
frequencies of disomes ranged from 3.1 to 15.4$, monosomes, 
from 84.3 to 95.4$, and nullisomes, from 0 to 6.1$. Based on 
the results of crosses with normal varieties using monosomes 
as male and as female parents, the transmission rates of 21-
and 20-chromosome pollen of the different monosomes were 
calculated as 75.0 to 100$ and 0 to 25.0$, respectively, and 
the transmission rates of 21- and 20-chromosome eggs of the 
different monosomes were calculated as 1.3 to 11.5$ and 88.5 
to 98.7$, respectively. From these transmission rates, the 
theoretical frequencies of disomes, monosomes, and nullisomes 
in the progenies of selfed monosomes were derived, but the 
theoretical frequencies did not in all cases agree with the 
observed frequencies of the different monosomes. 
3. Only monosome C produced a relatively high frequency 
of nullisomes, i.e., 6.1$, when selfed, while monosome S gave 
a frequency of nullisomes as low as 1.2$. Ro nullisomes were 
found in the progenies of other selfed monosomes. However; in 
the Fg population of crosses between monosome D and Clinvland, 
11 nullisomes (5.5$) were recognized. A nullisome was present 
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in the Fg population of crosses between monosome F and Avena 
fatua. There was also a higher frequency of nullisomes in the 
F2 population of crosses between monosome C and varieties. 
4. The frequency of plants with a telocentric chromosome 
in the progenies of selfed monosomes was 0$ in monosomes B, C, 
D, and F, 1.1$ in monosome A, and 1.2$ in monosome E. The 
frequency of plants with an isochromosome in the progenies of 
selfed monosomes was 0$ in monosomes A, B, C, D, and E and 
1.5$ in monosome F. 
5. Some monosomes ara hardly distinguishable morpho­
logically from each other and from Cherokee. But monosome F 
is recognizable because of its heterozygous fatuoid character. 
Also serving as distinguishing features are the small panicles 
of monosome A and the abaxial curling of leaves of monosome D. 
Fertility varied among the monosomes, ranging from a low of 
33$ of monosome A to a high of 53$ of monosome C. 
6. Nullisomes C, D, and F appear quite different from 
each other. îîullis'ome C is extremely slender and weak and is 
sterile. Eullisome D appears more nearly normal, but is dwarf 
and sterile. Uullisome F has the homozygous fatuoid character, 
and is dwarf, sterile, and asynaptic. 
7. The univalents present in the monosomes A, B, C, D, 
E, and F did not belong to the three pairs of satellite chromo­
somes or the one pair of the shortest chromosomes in the 
somatic chromosomal complement of the hexaploid oats. From 
observations at meiosis, monosome A was found to have a smaller 
univalent than the other monosomes. 
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8. Dimonosomes were obtained from intercrosses of mono-
some C with each of the other monosomes. Also a dimonosome 
was obtained from intercrosses of monosome A with monosome D. 
All showed 19jj + 2j at meiosis, indicating that monosome C is 
different from all other monosomes, and monosome A is different 
from monosome D. 
9. Crosses of monosomes and Cherokee with Clintland 
(Purdue) indicated that (l) the crown rust resistant gene L of 
Landhafer is located on monosome D, (2) the stem rust resistant 
genes A and BC (linked) are not located on monosomes A, 3, C, 
D, and E, and (3) a single recessive gene for seed non-
luminescence is located on monosome D. 
10. That the gene for seed non-luminescence is located 
on monosome D is also supported by results of crosses of 
monosomes with "albescent leaf," "netting leaf," Richland, and 
Avena fatua (yellow seed). 
11. Crosses of monosomes and Cherokee with Victoria 
indicated that the two dominant crown rust resistant genes 
present in Victoria are not associated with any of the mono­
somes A, B, C, D, and E. 
12. Crosses of monosomes and Cherokee with Markton 
showed that the stem rust resistant gene B and a single 
dominant gene for pubescent leaf sheath are not located on 
monosomes A, B, C, D, and E. 
13. Crosses of monosomes and Cherokee with Black Mesdag 
showed that a single dominant gene for brown seed is not 
located on monosomes B, C, D, and E. 
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14. Crosses of monosomes and Cherokee with the "necrotic 
leaf" mutant indicated that a single recessive gene for 
necrotic leaf is located on monosome B. 
15. Crosses of monosomes and Cherokee with the "albescent 
leaf" mutant showed that a single recessive gene for albescent 
leaf is located on monosome E. Through cytogenetic observa­
tions of a plant with a telocentric chromosome in the progenies 
of selfed monosome E, the gene for albescent leaf is considered 
to be located on the long arm of monosome E. 
16. Crosses of monosomes and Cherokee with the "netting 
leaf" mutant indicated that one of the two recessive genes 
for netting leaf is located on monosome A. 
17. Crosses of monosomes and Cherokee with Avena fatua 
(grey seed), Avena fatua (yellow seed), homozygous fatuoid 
(Burnett), and Avena sterilis maxima all indicated that the 
gene or genes for cultivated type of grain are located on 
monosome F. 
18. From the combined evidences as stated above, it is 
concluded that the six monosomes A, 3, C, D, E, and P are 
different from each other. Because of the similarity of 
results obtained in this study and in the early work of Huskins 
and STishiyama, the univalent present in monosome P is con­
sidered to be the C chromosome. 
19. Different methods of identifying monosomes were 
evaluated. In the present study, the method of crosses with 
varieties, species, and mutants appears to be most fruitful. 
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20. The general low frequencies of nullisomes in the 
progenies of selfed monosomes in this study are discussed. Two 
possible reasons are given: (1) varietal differences, and 
(2) deleterious effects of X-rays used in inducing the mono­
somes . 
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